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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This Feasibility Study of Establishing a Regional Public Safety Department is
designed to examine the viability of consolidating the Casco, Naples, and Raymond


fire and rescue services into one public safety department. In addition, the study is


intended to explore other cooperative opportunities. 


Our primary finding is that it is necessary and feasible for Casco, Naples, and


Raymond to consolidate their fire and rescue departments into one unified


department. The consolidation of resources is essential to prevent the decline and


failure of the fire and rescue system.


The risk of fire and rescue system failure is relatively high in each of the


individual fire or rescue departments. System failures and service declines are not


dramatic, but occur slowly over a period of time and may not be noticed by the


general public. A system fails as the number of volunteers decline. The decline may


be attributed to many causes, such as an aging population base, job prospects in the


area and commuting patterns, and the personal commitments of existing volunteers.


The standards requiring greater training of personnel, increased response demands


as a result of emergency medical service calls for service, the need for efficiency and


cost effectiveness, and emerging industry standards have been cited as reasons for


the decline in volunteer activity. In addition, volunteer chief officers have assumed


increased administrative responsibilities.


Each town has developed strategies to prevent, or at least defer, system


failure. Naples and Raymond have employed some full-time personnel; Raymond has


used college resources; Casco, Naples, and Raymond have assigned paid volunteers


to work specific shifts. A service delivery approach which links available emergency


response resources is, as a practical matter, the only cost-effective approach to


enable Casco, Naples, and Raymond to provide an acceptable level of fire and rescue


services. 


The consultants visited the towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond, interviewed


town officials and fire and rescue agency chief officers, and attended meetings of


rank-and-file members of each department. Documents, budgets, policies and


procedures, response data, and other information were reviewed. A continuum of


service approaches was examined, including maintaining the status quo,
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administrative cooperation, functional consolidation, operational consolidation, and


full consolidation. There are several underlying principles to consider when


determining the feasibility of consolidating fire and rescue departments.


< Safety of fire and rescue personnel


< Safety of the public


< Effectiveness of operations


< Efficiency of operations


< Sensitivity to costs


The focus of the study is the future of the fire and rescue service in the towns.


Casco, Naples, and Raymond are independent jurisdictions serving a relatively large


service area of approximately 120 square miles. According to the 2010 U.S. Census,


the residential population of Casco, Naples, and Raymond totaled 12,050. The


seasonal population is estimated to increase by 15,000 persons during the summer


months.


Casco, Naples, and Raymond have 140 volunteers, part-time and full-time


personnel involved in fire and rescue services; however, it appears that there are 75


to 80 active volunteers. Casco, Naples, and Raymond have a history of working


together and have developed sophisticated strategies to support one another. The


Casco, Naples, and Raymond Fire Departments share resources in major emergencies


and have developed a system of automatic aid. While this is a sound operational


practice and makes effective use of resources, a more integrated response system


should be established in the long-term. Relationships among response agencies have


been stressed during the last several years because of the inability of one agency to


respond effectively during workday hours. The departments also participate in the


Cumberland County Regional Communication Center (CCRCC).


STUDY FINDINGS


The fire and rescue systems in Casco, Naples, and Raymond have similar


characteristics and provide similar services. Fire and emergency medical services are


integrated into one organization in Naples and Raymond. In Casco, there are separate


fire and rescue departments. The two departments share facilities and some


volunteers are members of both departments. Each department has a unique history


and culture; however, each department confronts service demands which place stress


on existing volunteers. The service demand during the daytime, as well as seasonal


service demand, places stress on the volunteer personnel and has an effect on each
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department’s operations. Currently, the Naples Fire and Rescue Department has an


active group of volunteer, or call, personnel; volunteer personnel in Casco and


Raymond are less active.


EMERGENCY RESPONSE FINDINGS


& The Casco, Naples, and Raymond fire and rescue service delivery systems


are fragile. 


& The fire and rescue services provided by Casco, Naples, and Raymond are


similar. Apparatus and equipment resources are compatible, and each


agency has trained firefighters and emergency medical response


personnel.


& The initial response to major incidents in Casco, Naples, and Raymond is


often a joint response from the departments, as well as other jurisdictions.


The fire response from Casco is reported to be weaker, especially during


workday hours, than the response from Naples and Raymond.


& The level of fire and rescue services provided by Casco, Naples, and


Raymond could not be provided cost effectively without the volunteers.


& Mutual aid is an essential part of the emergency response system.


& The Cumberland County Regional Communication Center (CCRCC) is a


unifying force for the fire and rescue departments.


& The fire and rescue departments have each acquired apparatus based on


their individual needs. As a result, the fleet of apparatus is somewhat


larger than would be required by a consolidated fire and rescue


department. 


& The direct geographic connection of the towns encourages cooperation.


However, the relatively large area of each town, the complex road network,


the terrain, and seasonal weather conditions are all factors which affect


service delivery. 


& The service demands in Casco, Naples, and Raymond are similar.
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ORGANIZATION AND DEPLOYMENT FINDINGS


& The Casco, Naples, and Raymond Fire and Rescue Departments are


independent organizations and each has an independent command


structure. 


& The fire and rescue departments have five stations, two in Raymond, two


in Casco, and one in Naples.


& The Casco Fire Department and the Casco Rescue Department are separate


organizations with some overlapping membership. 


& The three towns provide a sophisticated level of EMS services, and have


adopted different approaches to providing those services. 


& The Naples Fire and Rescue Department and the Raymond Fire and Rescue


Department deploy full-time or part-time personnel to provide 24/7


coverage. The Casco Fire Department and Rescue Department do not


deploy response personnel 24/7, but rely on an on-call system. Daytime


on-call personnel are paid to be available during workday hours.


& The volunteer fire and rescue personnel in Casco, Naples, and Raymond,


while essential to fire and rescue operations, must continue to be


augmented by part-time or full-time personnel.


& There is support for some type of consolidation throughout the ranks of


the fire and rescue departments. 


ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENT FINDINGS


& The three towns have substantial fire and rescue assets. Generally, the


three towns have assets of similar value. Assets include five fire stations


and 23 major pieces of apparatus, as well as other utility vehicles.


& The Naples Fire and Rescue Department, the Raymond Fire and Rescue


Department, and the Casco Fire Department have approximately 60 active


volunteers. The Casco Rescue Department has approximately 20 active


volunteers, with several members also serving as members of the Casco


Fire Department. There are approximately 75 to 80 active volunteers


providing fire and rescue services.
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& The four departments have substantial EMS capability. The departments


report collectively that there are 65 personnel trained as emergency


medical technicians. There are 35 EMT-Bs, 15 EMT-Is, and 15 EMT-Ps. 


& The three towns use the same EMS billing service, but contract separately


for those services.


& The fire and rescue chiefs have a large number of administrative tasks to


perform, but have limited time to perform those tasks.


& The departments organize training, provide for apparatus testing,


purchase supplies, develop operational policies, and perform other


administrative tasks independently. 


& The fire and rescue departments lack a systematic method of reporting


activity.


The Casco, Naples, and Raymond fire and rescue departments are relatively


small departments that service a large geographic area; in a major emergency, the


effectiveness of the departments is a function of the available mutual aid resources


from one another, as well as from other jurisdictions. Consolidation of the fire and


rescue departments offers a number of opportunities.


< An integrated response force of personnel is created. Personnel operate


under the same Standard Operating Procedures/Standard Operating


Guidelines (including safety standards and practices).


< A stronger command system and chain of command are established.


< A consolidated system places resources in fewer fire stations.


< A consolidated system requires less apparatus.


< An integrated training program is developed.


STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS


The primary recommendation made in this report is that the fire and rescue


departments in Casco, Naples, and Raymond should be consolidated into one fire and


rescue department (CNR Fire and Rescue Department). As a prelude to the


consolidation of the fire and rescue departments, the Casco Rescue Department and
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the Casco Fire Department should be merged into one department. Alternatively, one


Fire and Rescue Chief should be appointed to oversee a combined department.


The consolidation of the departments requires the employment of one full-


time Fire and Rescue Chief responsible for managing all fire and rescue operations


in the three towns. Existing volunteer, part-time, and full-time personnel would


become part of the new department. Ideally, most personnel should be cross-trained


firefighters and emergency medical technicians, but there would be opportunities for


participation by firefighters (only) and EMTs (only). The new department would be


governed by the Fire and Rescue Accountability Committee.


The recommendations presented in this report are concerned with


establishing new organizational relationships. The recommendations are organized


into several categories. 


CONSOLIDATION RECOMMENDATIONS


& The Casco, Naples, and Raymond Fire and Rescue Departments should be


consolidated into one fire and rescue department.


& Casco, Naples, and Raymond should plan for the implementation of a fully


consolidated fire and rescue department. Several steps must be taken,


including:


< Develop and implement a new three-town fire and rescue department


governance structure as soon as possible. 


< Develop and adopt a three-party inter-municipal agreement.


< Select one fire and rescue professional to oversee the consolidation of


the three departments into one fire and rescue department.


< Develop a method of allocating costs among the towns.


FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENT GOVERNANCE RECOMMENDATIONS


& The Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should negotiate an inter-


municipal agreement to consolidate the fire and rescue departments. The


term of the inter-municipal agreement should ideally be at least ten years. 
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& The Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should establish a governance


structure for the consolidated fire and rescue department. For purposes


of this report, this governing authority is called the Fire and Rescue


Department Accountability Committee.


& The Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should establish a method of


allocating costs for the operation of the consolidated Fire and Rescue


Department. Several cost allocation models are possible. For example, a


cost allocation model could be based on population and calls for service


or State municipal valuation (equalized valuation).


REORGANIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS


& The consolidated fire and rescue department should have the following


positions:


< One full-time Fire and Rescue Chief


< Three volunteer District Chiefs (or Battalion, Division, or Deputy Chiefs)


to oversee each district (Casco, Naples, and Raymond Districts).


< One volunteer District Chief to oversee emergency medical operations


& The District Chiefs should oversee stations, apparatus, and personnel in


each district.


& The EMS District Chief should be a staff position and should oversee EMS


training, certification of personnel, quality assurance and quality


improvement, and system operations. 


& The District Chiefs should be volunteers, but one or more could be full-


time or part-time employees.


& The District Chiefs should be assigned ancillary duties or functions. For


example:


< One District Chief should have responsibility for department-wide


training, supported by a training officer in each district.


< One District Chief should be responsible for personal protective


equipment and safety, supported by a safety officer in each district.
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< One District Chief should be responsible for volunteer recruitment and


selection and other functions to support volunteer activities.


Exhibit 1presents the proposed structure of the department.


EXHIBIT 1
PROPOSED ORGANIZATION OF THE CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENT


ALTERNATIVE CONSOLIDATION RECOMMENDATIONS 


& The Casco Fire Department, the Casco Rescue Department, and the


Raymond Fire and Rescue Department should be consolidated into one


fire and rescue department.


& The Casco and Raymond Fire and Rescue Department (CRFRD) should be


organized under the direction of one fire chief and two district chiefs.


STATION LOCATION RECOMMENDATIONS


& The Fire and Rescue Department Accountability Committee should


consider reducing the number of response stations from five to three


stations. Alternatively, the department could operate with four stations. 


& The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should have three fire and rescue


stations, the Naples Fire Station and the Central Fire Stations in Casco and


Raymond. 


& The Town of Casco’s Brown Street Station should be decommissioned.


Consideration should be given to closing Raymond Fire Station #2.
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DEPLOYMENT RECOMMENDATIONS


& The Casco Fire Department and the Casco Rescue Department should be


consolidated. Personnel should, ideally, be cross-trained firefighters/EMTs.


On-call personnel should be firefighters/EMTs.


& The three districts in the consolidated fire department should have a


minimum of one full-time firefighter/EMT on duty 12 hours per day, with


at least two personnel available and paid to be on-call.


& The on-all personnel should be firefighters/EMTs.


& The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should generally have all personnel


cross-trained as firefighters/EMTs. The department should recognize that


it is possible to have some personnel who act as only emergency medical


responders and some who are only firefighters. 


& The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should be structured to reflect its


dependence on volunteers, but should also use other available resources,


such as students, to augment response.


& The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should develop Standard Operating


Guidelines (SOGS) or Standard Operating Practices (SOPs). SOGs and SOPs


should initially focus on the safety of operations.


APPARATUS FLEET RECOMMENDATIONS


& The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should have a fleet composed of


four ambulances, six engines, one ladder, three tankers, two medium duty


rescue units, and other utility vehicles. Exhibit 2 displays the current and


proposed apparatus fleet.
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EXHIBIT 2
CURRENT AND PROPOSED APPARATUS FLEET


CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND FIRE DEPARTMENTS*


APPARATUS TYPE NUMBER PROPOSED FLEET DECREASE


Ambulance 6 4 -2


Engine 7 6 -1


Ladder 2 1 -1


Forestry 3 3 0


Medium Rescue 1 2 +1


Tankers 5 3 -2


Total 24 19 -5


*Does not include utility vehicles and medium rescue units in Raymond.


& The fleet should be assigned to three response stations. Each station


should have the following apparatus: one ambulance, two engines, one


tanker, and one forestry truck. 


& The ladder truck should be assigned to one station, and two medium duty


rescue vehicles should be assigned to the other two stations. It is


necessary to acquire one medium rescue unit. 


& The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should develop an apparatus


replacement plan.


& The realignment of fire stations and the fleet of apparatus should be


accomplished over a period of time.


SURVEY OF PERSONNEL 


The personnel in each fire and rescue department were provided with a


written survey to complete and return to the consultants. The survey covered a wide


range of topics. Forty-seven surveys from the four agencies involved in the study


were analyzed. Some responses are highlighted below.


& Fifty-one percent of respondents were in favor of consolidation.


& Seventy-seven percent of respondents indicated that they enjoy


membership in their department. 
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& Ninety-six percent of respondents believe that citizens appreciate their


work.


& Twenty-four percent of respondents agreed, or strongly agreed, with the


statement, “My department does not need any mutual aid for night or


weekend responses.” However, 55 percent of respondents disagreed, or


strongly disagreed, with the statement.


& Eleven percent agreed with the statement, “My department does not need


to have responders stationed at the fire station on weekdays.” Eighty-one


percent of respondents disagreed with the statement.


& Seventy-three percent of respondents disagreed with the statement, “My


department does not need to have responders stationed at the fire station


on nights and weekends.” Fifteen percent of respondents agreed with the


statement.


& Seventy-nine percent of respondents disagreed with the statement, “My


department does not need to employ, or continue to employ, a small


number of career, full-time firefighters.” Twelve percent of respondents


agreed with the statement.


& Twenty-six percent of respondents agreed with the statement, “The Town


can be adequately served by the existing personnel.” However, 46 percent


disagreed with the statement, and 23 percent of respondents were neutral


on the statement.


RECOMMENDATIONS AND COST REDUCTIONS


It is feasible to consolidate the Casco, Naples, and Raymond Fire Departments.


Initially, the consolidated fire and rescue department would not generate cost


savings. Costs savings do accrue over time with a reduction in the number of


apparatus (no need to replace some units) and the decommissioning of one or more


fire stations. Some administrative savings occur by centralizing administrative


services. The consolidation of contracting and procurement procedures should result


in some cost savings. Personnel costs would increase. 


Exhibit 3 lists the major recommendations in the order they are presented in


this report.
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EXHIBIT 3
MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS


NUMBER RECOMMENDATION


1 The towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should consolidate fire and rescue services
into one Fire and Rescue Department.


2 The Town of Casco should immediately consolidate the Casco Fire Department and the
Casco Rescue Department into one organization, or appoint one officer to act as Chief
of both departments.


3 The consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department should operate with three fire
stations. 


4 The consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department should set a fire response goal
designed to meet NFPA Standard 1720 and deliver six firefighters within 14 minutes
to the scene of a fire.


5 The consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department should develop a comprehensive
fire prevention program. 


6 The consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department should be under the direction of a
full-time Fire and Rescue Chief.


7 The consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department should be managed by the Fire and
Rescue Chief, who should be assisted by three District Fire Chiefs, each overseeing a
district (Casco, Naples, and Raymond), and one District Chief overseeing emergency
medical services.


8 The Fire and Rescue Accountability Committee should develop the qualifications for the
Fire and Rescue Chief.


9 The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should operate with three or four fire stations. 


10 The CNR Fire and Rescue Department apparatus fleet should be composed of four
ambulances, six engines, one ladder, three forestry trucks, and three tankers. 


11 One ambulance should be assigned to each of the three primary response stations. One
ambulance should be placed in reserve. 


12 The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should develop an apparatus replacement plan. 


13 The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should acquire one new medium-duty rescue
unit.


14 A firefighter/EMT should be on-duty at the Casco Central Fire Station from 6:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.


15 The on-duty firefighter/EMT should be supported by two on-call personnel. The on-
call personnel should be cross-trained firefighters/EMTs.


16 The Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should develop an inter-municipal
agreement establishing a consolidated Fire and Rescue Department. 
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NUMBER RECOMMENDATION


17 The Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should establish a three to six person Fire
and Rescue Accountability Committee to govern the consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue
Department.


18 The Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should have equal decision-making
authority in the management of the consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department.


19 The cost of the CNR Fire and Rescue Department should be distributed based on
municipal valuation, residential population, and calls for service. 


20 The Town of Naples should spend an additional $60,000 in order to employ the
equivalent of one firefighter/EMT for 60 hours per week. 


21 The Fire and Rescue Accountability Committee should review the service levels in each
district to create an equitable service delivery system.


22 The administrative services required by the CNR Fire and Rescue Department should
be centralized.


23 The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should be provided with 10 to 15 hours of office
support weekly.


24 The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should develop a uniform pay scale.


25 The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should approve the purchase of major apparatus
based on a replacement plan. 


26 The CNR Fire and Rescue Department, working through the Fire and Rescue
Accountability Committee, should officially adopt a multi-year apparatus and
equipment replacement program.


27 The Town of Casco should strengthen its response capability.


The report is organized into several chapters. The Executive Summary
presents the major findings and recommendations. Chapter II, Cooperation and
Consolidation Options, discusses the purpose of the study and the concepts


underlying the analysis within the report. Chapter III, Fire and Rescue Services in the
Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond, provides a description of the fire


departments, information on the level of activity, and the resources of the fire


departments. Chapter IV, Standards, Benchmarks, and Response Parameters, provides


an outline of some methods to measure fire and emergency medical services.


Computer mapping is also contained in this chapter. Chapter V, Consolidated Fire
and Rescue Department, discusses the consolidation of the departments and how the


new department should be organized. Chapter VI, Governing the Consolidated Fire
and Rescue Department, describes the role of the Consolidated Fire and Rescue


Department Accountability Committee. Chapter VII, Allocation of Costs, provides an
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approach to distributing fire and rescue costs among the towns. Chapter VIII,


Management Recommendations, discusses several management recommendations


and presents an apparatus replacement plan. Chapter IX, Attitude Survey of Fire and


Rescue Personnel, presents a summary of the employees’ responses to a survey


instrument. Chapter X, Implementation Plan, provides a general outline of actions


required to consolidate fire and rescue departments. Appendix A, Discussion of
Standards and Benchmarks, describes emerging best practices and standards. Exhibit


B, Alternative Consolidation Recommendations, describes the consolidation of Casco


and Raymond emergency services as an alternative to a consolidation of Casco,


Naples, and Raymond emergency services. Appendix C, Casco, Naples, and Raymond
EMS Calls for Service in 2010, shows calls in the three towns, by month and time of


day. 


Several abbreviations used in this report are defined below:


ALS Advanced Life Support


EMS Emergency Medical Services 


EMT-B Emergency Medical Technician Basic


EMT-I Emergency Medical Technician Intermediate


EMT-P Emergency Medical Technician Paramedic


ISO Insurance Services Office


NFPA National Fire Protection Association
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II. COOPERATION AND CONSOLIDATION OPTIONS


This study examines the feasibility of creating a regional public safety


department for the Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond. The study required the


consultants to develop an inventory of fire and rescue capability, review service


levels, identify alternative service delivery approaches, and develop alternatives for


consideration by the towns.


The nature of this study required the consultants to consider the different


approaches to service delivery used by each fire department. The consultants


reviewed a great deal of information and data. The officials from the fire and rescue


departments were interviewed, the Cumberland County E-911 Center was visited, and


equipment and apparatus were examined. Fire and rescue department officials


provided information and suggested sources of data. Officials freely expressed their


opinions and concerns and expressed pride in the work they performed. While there


may be friendly competition among fire and rescue departments, the predominant


attitude is one of mutual support and commitment to providing services. In addition,


we found fire and rescue personnel (full-time, part-time, and volunteer) to be


generally optimistic, and concerned about the future. There is a strong belief in the


volunteer fire and rescue system among the three towns, but there is also a


recognition that full-time or part-time personnel are required to support the


volunteer system.


The study reviewed a range of possibilities:


& Status Quo - The status quo model assumes that no actions should be


taken and the current system will continue to operate successfully.


Comment: The officials and emergency responders in each town are


concerned about the availability of personnel to meet response needs,


particularly during workday hours.


& Administrative Cooperation - The administrative cooperation model


assumes that the fire departments would share certain administrative


tasks, such as purchasing, joint training, etc.


Comment: The fire and rescue agencies have a tendency to work


independently on administrative matters. Moreover, volunteer officers
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have limited time to coordinate activities. Administrative cooperation


should facilitate cooperation, but administrative cooperation does not


address underlying response challenges. 


& Functional Consolidation: The functional consolidation model assumes


that fire departments would use some equipment or personnel resources


on a shared basis. Fire departments would maintain their independence. 


Comment: The fire and rescue agencies have made efforts to share


equipment, such as the sharing of a ladder truck between Casco and


Naples. These efforts have not always been successful. The ladder sharing


effort has been discontinued as a result of disagreements on the use,


location, and maintenance of the ladder. Naples has since purchased a new


ladder. It should be noted that Casco continues to receive ladder coverage


from Naples, as a result of mutual aid agreements.


& Operational Consolidation - The operational consolidation model assumes


that fire departments operate in an integrated manner when responding


to incidents. Departments maintain their identity and independence


organizationally.


Comment: An underlying principle of operational consolidation is that


there is a shared system in which all parties participate. The departments


clearly cooperate on mutual aid, but there are emerging concerns about


the equality of mutual aid.


& Partial Consolidation - The partial consolidation model assumes that


departments consolidate specific functions and operate as a single entity,


or department, when performing the consolidated functions. 


Comment: An example of partial consolidation is the consolidation or


integration of emergency medical services. While this is possible, it is not


fully practical in Casco, Naples, and Raymond.


& Full Consolidation - The consolidation model assumes that the three fire


departments join together to form one department.


Comment: The consolidation model offers the most appropriate approach


to addressing service delivery problems, staffing needs, and cost


management. 
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Exhibit 4 presents a summary of cooperation and consolidation models and


lists advantages and disadvantages applicable to Casco, Naples, and Raymond.


EXHIBIT 4
COOPERATION AND CONSOLIDATION OPTIONS


ORGANIZATIONAL APPROACH ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE


Status Quo None Underlying response problems
are not addressed. 


Administrative Cooperation Some improvements result,
such as a joint contract for
EMS billing.


Does not address underlying
response concerns.


Functional Consolidation Some improvements occur if
organizations cooperate.


Does not address underlying
response issues.


Operational Consolidation Some improvements result,
such as a more systematic
automatic aid program.
Personnel are available more
rapidly.


Does address some immediate
response problems, but does
not address underlying
problems in any one
department.


Partial Consolidation Some improvements result
from the consolidation of a
specific service, such as EMS.


Does not fully address the
underlying response problem.
Partial consolidation requires
the same resources as full
consolidation without the
integrated command structure.


Full Consolidation Improvements result from a
unified command structure,
the need for fewer response
stations, and a smaller
apparatus fleet. Personnel
resources are used more
effectively. 


Some local leaders may
perceive that there is a loss of
local control when the
departments are consolidated.
Thus, a strong accountability
system is required. 


Several conditions have the effect of at least partially integrating fire and


rescue operations in the three towns.


& The towns are part of the County-wide emergency communication system


(E-911 system).


& The towns have developed an effective mutual aid system.


& There is long-history of cooperation among the towns and the fire and


rescue departments.
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& The departments are similar in size, and have sufficient equipment and


resources. 


Members of the fire and rescue departments understand the need for


coordination and sharing of resources. Interviews and survey responses show that


the membership of each fire and rescue department is aware of their department’s


strengths and service response challenges.


The creation of a consolidated fire and rescue department raises several


important issues. 


& The provision of fire and rescue services would not be possible without


the volunteer system.


& There is a need to consider the safety of emergency responders when


designing the new response system.


& The leaders of each volunteer fire and rescue department have only a


limited amount of time available to implement new policies and


procedures.


& The Casco Fire Department and the Casco Rescue Department are separate


organizations, although the agencies share facilities and have some


members in common. Not all members of the Casco Rescue Department


are cross-trained firefighters/EMTs.


& The leaders of each volunteer fire and rescue department must be realistic


about the ability of a department to respond to emergencies in a timely


and effective manner. The road network, weather conditions, and limited


personnel resources challenge the response capability of the departments.


RECOMMENDATION 1: The Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should
consolidate fire and rescue services into one Fire and Rescue
Department.


RECOMMENDATION 2: The Town of Casco should immediately consolidate
the Casco Fire Department and the Casco Rescue Department into one
organization, or appoint one officer to act as Chief of both
Departments.
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III. FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICES IN CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND


This chapter is designed to provide background information on the towns of


Casco, Naples, and Raymond, as well as the fire and rescue agencies. The information


shows many of the similarities among the towns. 


POPULATION AND POPULATION DENSITY


The population trends within each town, and the population density, have a


direct effect on fire and rescue service needs. Exhibit 5 shows the population of each


town in 2000 and 2010. Casco, Naples, and Raymond have had increases in


population during the last 10 years. Naples has had the largest percent increase in


population growth (15.4. percent) and Raymond has had the smallest increase in


population growth (3.1 percent). The three towns have collectively had an increase


of 8.4 percent in population, or 1,008 residents, between 2000 and 2010. The


seasonal population is reported to be more than double the year-round residential


population.


EXHIBIT 5


CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND POPULATION - 2000 AND 2010


TOWN 2000 POPULATION 2010 POPULATION INCREASE % INCREASE


Casco 3,469 3,742 273 7.3%


Naples 3,274 3,872 598 15.4%


Raymond 4,299 4,436 137 3.1%


Total 11,042 12,050 1,008 8.4%


Exhibit 6 shows the size of each town in square miles. The towns encompass


almost 120 square miles, 96.0 square miles of which is land area. Exhibit 7 shows the


population density of the towns. The population density ranges from approximately


120 persons per square mile to 133 persons per square mile. The aggregate


population density for the three towns is approximately 125 per square mile. 
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EXHIBIT 6


AREA IN SQUARE MILES


CASCO NAPLES RAYMOND TOTAL


Land 31.3 31.8 33.0  96.1


Water  5.2  5.4 13.0  23.6


Total Square Miles 36.4 37.2 46.0 119.6


EXHIBIT 7


POPULATION DENSITY (LAND AREA ONLY)


CASCO


POPULATION


POP. DENSITY


PER SQ. MI.


NAPLES


POPULATION


POP. DENSITY


PER SQ. MI.


RAYMOND


POPULATION


POP. DENSITY


PER SQ. MI.


3,742 119.6 3,872 121.8 4,436 133.6


The 2010 U. S. Census reports that there are 8,800 housing units in Casco,


Naples, and Raymond. Exhibit 8 shows data on occupied housing units and vacant


housing units, which reflects the seasonal population. Sixty-two percent of housing


units are occupied in Raymond and 53 percent of units are occupied in Casco and


Naples. 


EXHIBIT 8


CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND HOUSING UNITS (2010)


TOTAL PERCENT OF TOTAL OCCUPIED


HOUSING UNITS


PERCENT


OCCUPIED


VACANT HOUSING


UNITS


PERCENT


VACANT


Casco 2,944 33.5% 1,554 53% 1,390 47%
Naples 3,004 34.1% 1,579 53% 1,425 47%
Raymond 2,852 32.4% 1,773 62% 1,079 38%


Total 8,800 100.0% 4,906 56% 3,894 44%


STAFFING, STATIONS, AND APPARATUS


STAFFING RESOURCES


Exhibit 9 shows the number of personnel in the fire and rescue departments


in Casco, Naples, and Raymond; not all volunteer members are active. The Casco Fire


Department reports approximately 15 to 20 active members; Naples reports
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approximately 25 active members; and Raymond reports approximately 20 active


members; thus, there approximately 60 to 65 active volunteer fire department


personnel among the three towns. In addition, there are 22 volunteers in the Casco


Rescue Department, several of whom are also members of the Casco Fire


Department. There are approximately 75 to 80 total active volunteers. Volunteer fire


and rescue departments must maintain an active volunteer recruitment and retention


program to ensure that there is a sufficient number of trained volunteers available


to support a fire and rescue system .


EXHIBIT 9
CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENTS


POSITION CASCO CASCO RESCUE* NAPLES RAYMOND TOTAL STAFFING


Fire Chief 1 1 1 1 4


Assistant Fire Chief 1 1 1 3


Deputy Chief 1 2 1 4


Captain 8 1 2 11


Lieutenant 2 1 3 6


Firefighter 18 39 24 81


EMT-B 10 10 20


EMT-I 5 5 10


EMT-P 4 4 8


Jr./Probationary Firefighter 4 3 7


Fire Police 6 3 5 14


Other 2 2


41 22 48 59 170


*Six members of the Casco Fire Department are members of the Casco Rescue Department.


There are 35 EMT-Bs (basic), 15 EMT-Is (intermediate), and 15 EMT-Ps


(paramedic) among the four emergency response departments. Exhibit 10 shows the


number and skill level of personnel in each department.
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EXHIBIT 10
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS BY CATEGORY


CASCO RESCUE DEPARTMENT, NAPLES AND RAYMOND FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENTS


POSITION CASCO RESCUE NAPLES RAYMOND TOTAL STAFFING


EMT-B 11 9 15 35


EMT-I 5 6 4 15


EMT-P 4 8 3 15


Total 20 23 22 65


STATIONS AND APPARATUS


Each fire and rescue organization has a station(s) and a fleet of apparatus. The


total value of the assets used by the fire and rescue departments is estimated to


exceed $12,000,000. Exhibit 11 provides an estimate of the value of buildings and


apparatus. 


EXHIBIT 11
ESTIMATED VALUE OF FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENT ASSETS


NAPLES CASCO RAYMOND* TOTAL


Buildings 1,205,714 1,775,000 1,750,000 4,730,714


Vehicles 2,965,000 2,316,000 2,251,000 7,532,000


Other 36,000 32,000 30,000 98,000


Total 4,206,714 4,123,000 4,031,000 12,360,714


* Consultant’s estimate.


Exhibit 12 lists the type of apparatus operated by each town. The fleet


includes six ambulances, seven engines, two ladders, three forestry trucks, five


tankers, and seven utility and other vehicles. 
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EXHIBIT 12
FIRE AND RESCUE APPARATUS FLEET


TOWN AMBULANCE ENGINE LADDER* MEDIUM RESCUE FORESTRY TANKER UTILITY/OTHER TOTAL


Casco 2 3 1 1 2 2 11


Napes 2 2 2 1 1 8


Raymond 2 2 1 2 4 11


Total 6 7 2 1 3 5 6 30


*Naples and Casco have shared a ladder truck. The truck was housed in Naples. The shared ladder is 30 years old
and should not be replaced. Naples has purchased a new ladder.


COST OF FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICES IN CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND


Casco, Naples, and Raymond budgeted $1,462,981 (salaries, operations, and


equipment) for fire and rescue services in 2011. The expenditures and budgets for


fire and rescue services are shown in Exhibit 13. 


Naples spends approximately 63 percent of its money on salaries and


Raymond spends 65 percent of its money on salaries. Casco spends 54 percent on


salaries. The spending pattern has remained similar for the last several years. The


increase in spending for salaries in Casco from 2009 to 2010 was the result of a


reorganization of the emergency medical services of the town.


EXHIBIT 13
FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENT BUDGETS - 2009 TO 2011


FY 2011 BUDGET NAPLES CASCO RAYMOND TOTAL - ALL TOWNS


Salaries 323,638 63% 201,078 54% 376,432 65% 901,148 62%
Operations 139,100 27% 127,019 34% 157,264 27% 423,383 29%
Equipment 22,000 4% 40,500 11% 30,200 5% 92,700 6%
Other 29,450 6% 2,000 1% 14,300 2% 45,750 3%
Total - Direct Costs 514,188 100% 370,597 100% 578,196 100% 1,462,981 100%


FY 2010 BUDGET NAPLES CASCO RAYMOND TOTAL - ALL TOWNS


Salaries 340,190 66% 179,678 52% 376,432 65% 896,300 62%
Operations 135,600 26% 125,894 36% 160,264 28% 421,758 29%
Equipment 22,000 4% 40,500 12% 30,200 5% 92,700 6%
Other 18,250 4% 2,000 1% 14,300 2% 34,550 2%
Total - Direct Costs 516,040 100% 348,072 100% 581,196 100% 1,445,308 100%
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FY 2009 EXPENDITURES NAPLES CASCO RAYMOND (BUDGET) TOTAL - ALL TOWNS


Salaries 308,370 66% 151,506 34% 369,051 62% 828,927 55%
Operations 134,648 29% 155,027 35% 180,074 30% 469,749 31%
Equipment 27,275 6% 130,500 29% 30,200 5% 187,975 12%
Other 0% 7,000 2% 14,300 2% 21,300 1%
Total - Direct Costs 470,293 100% 444,033 100% 593,625 100% 1,507,951 100%


Exhibit 14 shows the per capita cost for fire and rescue services, which is


established by dividing the 2011 budget by the 2010 population (most recent U.S.


Census). Per capita cost provides one measure of comparison. The per capita costs


for Raymond and Naples are similar. The Casco per capita cost for fire and rescue


services is 30 percent less than Raymond’s and 34 percent less than Naples’ per


capita cost.


EXHIBIT 14
FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENTS


PER CAPITA COST


2011 BUDGET 2010 POPULATION COST PER RESIDENT


Casco $370,597 3,742 $96
Naples $514,188 3,872 $137
Raymond $578,196 4,436 $130


Total $1,462,981 12,050 $121


DEMAND FOR SERVICE


Exhibit 15 shows the number of calls for service in Casco, Naples, and


Raymond for 2009 and 2010. Different sources report different numbers of


responses. For example, the fire department data may not be consistent with


Cumberland County data, and EMS response data may not be consistent with data


reported by Maine Emergency Medical Services (Maine EMS).
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EXHIBIT 15
CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENTS


FIRE AND RESCUE RESPONSES


TOWN 2009 2010


Casco 653 609


Naples 777 781


Raymond 698 755


Total 2,128 2,145


Exhibit 16 shows a summary of major calls for service in 2009, by major


category. These data were provided by the Cumberland County Regional


Communication Center. The exhibit lists several major categories: total fires, mutual


aid, automobile accidents, other incidents, and EMS. The EMS calls include intercepts,


assists, and EMS coverage. Some of the mutual aid calls are calls among the three


towns. The total number of calls was 2,128; more than 50 percent of those calls were


for emergency medical services. Exhibit 17 shows fire calls in 2009. There were 33


structure fires in Casco, Naples, and Raymond in 2009.


EXHIBIT 16
CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENTS


CALLS FOR SERVICE IN 2009


CASCO FIRE &
RESCUE


DEPARTMENT


PERCENT OF


TOTAL


NAPLES FIRE &
RESCUE


DEPARTMENT


PERCENT OF


TOTAL


RAYMOND FIRE &
RESCUE


DEPARTMENT


PERCENT


OF TOTAL


GRAND


TOTAL


PERCENT


OF TOTAL


All Fires 29 4% 29 4% 13 2% 71 3%


Mutual Aid 61 9% 108 14% 111 16% 280 13%


Automobile
Accidents


62 9% 71 9% 58 8% 191 9%


Other Incidents 105 16% 171 22% 169 24% 445 21%
EMS 396 61% 398 51% 347 50% 1,141 54%


Total 653 100% 777 100% 698 100% 2,128 100%


Source: Cumberland County Regional Communication Center
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EXHIBIT 17
FIRES IN 2009


CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENTS


CASCO NAPLES RAYMOND TOTAL


Structure Fires 17 12 4 33
Other Fires 12 17 9 38


Total 29 29 13 71


The data shown in Exhibit 18 display EMS calls reported to Maine EMS in 2010.


Exhibit 19 displays EMS Calls for service, using data from the Cumberland County


Regional Communication Center.


EXHIBIT 18
EMS CALLS FOR SERVICE - 2010


TOWN CALLS PERCENT OF TOTAL


Casco 416 34%


Naples 413 34%


Raymond 396 32%


Total 1,225 100%


Source: Maine EMS


The data shown in Exhibits 19, 20, and 21 was reported by the Cumberland


County Regional Communication Center. At our request, County communication


officials identified all incidents from January 1, 2010 to December 12, 2010, which


were identified as fire department medical emergencies (“FI Medical Emer.”) for


Casco, Naples, and Raymond. Communication personnel identified 1,081 emergency


medical incidents within the three towns. Data from Maine EMS and Cumberland


County differ as a result of reporting methods. Exhibit 19 displays EMS calls for


service reported in 2010. 
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EXHIBIT 19
EMS CALLS FOR SERVICE - 2010


TOWN CALLS PERCENT OF TOTAL


Casco 397 37%


Naples 355 33%


Raymond 329 30%


Total 1,081 100%


Exhibits 20 and 21 display emergency medical service calls within Casco,


Naples, and Raymond by time of day, in one-hour increments. The average number


of responses by hour is shown. The last column in Exhibit 20 indicates the percent


of responses in each time period (hour). For example, during the 00:00:00 to 00:00:59


period, there were 41 total responses during a one-year period, which represented


3.8 percent of the calls received. Exhibit 21 is a line graph showing activity by time


of day for Casco, Naples, and Raymond. The data indicate that Casco, Naples, and


Raymond have similar patterns of demand for service.


EXHIBIT 20
EMS CALLS FOR SERVICE BY TIME OF DAY FOR 2010


TIME CASCO NAPLES RAYMOND AVERAGE TOTAL PERCENT OF CALLS


00:00-00:59 14 12 15 13.7 41 3.8%


01:00-01:59 16 6 10 10.7 32 3.0%


02:00-02:59 6 6 5 5.7 17 1.6%


03:00-03:59 7 4 10 7.0 21 1.9%


04:00-04:59 9 9 2 6.7 20 1.9%


05:00-05:59 7 5 7 6.3 19 1.8%


06:00-06:59 13 2 10 8.3 25 2.3%


07:00-07:59 15 7 12 11.3 34 3.1%


08:00-08:59 33 14 13 20.0 60 5.6%


09:00-09:59 26 17 26 23.0 69 6.4%


10:00-10:59 21 19 19 19.7 59 5.5%


11:00-11:59 24 19 16 19.7 59 5.5%


12:00-12:59 19 11 16 15.3 46 4.3%


13:00-13:59 19 19 18 18.7 56 5.2%


14:00-14:59 22 24 23 23.0 69 6.4%


15:00-15:59 14 33 13 20.0 60 5.6%
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TIME CASCO NAPLES RAYMOND AVERAGE TOTAL PERCENT OF CALLS


16:00-16:59 16 25 17 19.3 58 5.4%


17:00-17:59 19 20 23 20.7 62 5.7%


18:00-18:59 18 23 10 17.0 51 4.7%


19:00-19:59 16 24 16 18.7 56 5.2%


20:00-20:59 28 18 14 20.0 60 5.6%


21:00-21:59 11 16 8 11.7 35 3.2%


22:00-22:59 14 8 12 11.3 34 3.1%


23:00-23:59 10 14 14 12.7 38 3.5%


Total 397 355 329 1,081 100%


EXHIBIT 21
EMS CALLS FOR SERVICE BY TIME OF DAY FOR 2010


Exhibit 22 displays emergency medical service calls by day of the week. The


towns received an average of three emergency medical calls for service daily. Monday


and Tuesday had fewer calls for service than Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday,


and Sunday.
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EXHIBIT 22
CASCO, NAPLES AND RAYMOND


EMS CALLS FOR SERVICE BY DAY OF THE WEEK FOR 2010


CASCO NAPLES RAYMOND TOTAL AVERAGE NUMBER OF CALLS PER DAY


Monday 44 52 41 137 2.63


Tuesday 36 51 48 135 2.60


Wednesday 67 53 52 172 3.31


Thursday 75 56 41 172 3.31


Friday 62 48 45 155 2.98


Saturday 56 54 51 161 3.10


Sunday 57 41 51 149 2.87


Total 397 355 329 1,081 2.96 


One measure of activity which allows comparisons among emergency medical


service providers is the unit hour unitization (U/HU) measure. The measure divides


the available ambulance hours into the number of responses. (This assumes each


response is one hour.) The resulting measure displays a ratio. This ratio allows


comparison among service providers. For example, if you take one day (24 hours) and


there is one unit available 24/7 and there are three calls in that time period, the ratio


is 0.125 (0.13), and if there are six calls, the ratio is 0.25 for the 24-hour period. It


is generally assumed that a ratio of 0.30 to 0.40 is acceptable; 0.33 is regarded as an


ideal ratio. If you consider the U/HU over a one-year period, the formula would be


number of responses/hours available (one unit 24/7 = 8,760 hours).


Assuming that there are 1,081 EMS responses (2010) for Casco, Naples, and


Raymond in one year, the U/HU would depend on the number of ambulance hours


available in the three-town EMS system. If there is only one EMS unit available 24/7,


the U/HU is .04; if two units are available, the U/HU is .06; and, if one unit is


available 24/7, the U/HU is .12. This information indicates that the EMS system of


the three towns combined is not excessively busy. The U/HU provides only one view


of the system. The U/HU may be calculated by month, time of day, or another time


period. 


Exhibit 23 displays the number of calls by hour of the day and the U/HU. The


busiest hours in 2010 were between 9:00 and 9:59 and 14:00 and 14:59, each with


69 responses. Thus, one response was required (from one of the three towns) during


either of these time periods, or 18 percent of the time. 
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The exhibit also indicates the U/HU for Casco, Naples, and Raymond,


assuming one EMS unit 24/7, two EMS units 24/7, and three EMS units 24/7 (using


data from 2010). 


EXHIBIT 23
UNIT UTILIZATION BY TIME OF DAY FOR 2010


ONE, TWO, OR THREE 24/7 AMBULANCE UNITS


TIME CASCO NAPLES RAYMOND TOTAL ONE UNIT TWO UNITS THREE UNITS


00:00-00:59 14 12 15 41 0.11 0.06 0.04


01:00-01:59 16 6 10 32 0.09 0.04 0.03


02:00-02:59 6 6 5 17 0.05 0.02 0.02


03:00-03:59 7 4 10 21 0.06 0.03 0.02


04:00-04:59 9 9 2 20 0.05 0.03 0.02


05:00-05:59 7 5 7 19 0.05 0.03 0.02


06:00-06:59 13 2 10 25 0.07 0.03 0.02


07:00-07:59 15 7 12 34 0.09 0.05 0.03


08:00-08:59 33 14 13 60 0.16 0.08 0.05


09:00-09:59 26 17 26 69 0.19 0.09 0.06


10:00-10:59 21 19 19 59 0.16 0.08 0.05


11:00-11:59 24 19 16 59 0.16 0.08 0.05


12:00-12:59 19 11 16 46 0.13 0.06 0.04


13:00-13:59 19 19 18 56 0.15 0.08 0.05


14:00-14:59 22 24 23 69 0.19 0.09 0.06


15:00-15:59 14 33 13 60 0.16 0.08 0.05


16:00-16:59 16 25 17 58 0.16 0.08 0.05


17:00-17:59 19 20 23 62 0.17 0.08 0.06


18:00-18:59 18 23 10 51 0.14 0.07 0.05


19:00-19:59 16 24 16 56 0.15 0.08 0.05


20:00-20:59 28 18 14 60 0.16 0.08 0.05


21:00-21:59 11 16 8 35 0.10 0.05 0.03


22:00-22:59 14 8 12 34 0.09 0.05 0.03


23:00-23:59 10 14 14 38 0.10 0.05 0.03


Total 397 355 329 1,081 0.12 0.03 0.01


A more detailed review of data for 2010 was conducted to examine the


demand for EMS. EMS calls represent the majority of incidents to which fire and


rescue departments respond. The data was organized by month using spreadsheets,


sorted by type of call, and counted by hand to verify information. The data displayed
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in Exhibits 24, 25, and 26 show emergency medical calls, and calls identified as


paramedic intercepts. The data does not include calls identified as “EMS coverage.”


Exhibit 24 displays EMS calls for service by month for the three towns. Appendix C


contains additional EMS response information, including EMS demand for service, by


month and by time of day, for each town.


EXHIBIT 24
EMS CALLS BY MONTH FOR 2010


JAN FEB MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPT OCT NOV DEC AVERAGE


Casco 24 29 29 19 34 39 30 43 41 32 41 35 33.0


Naples 23 33 28 35 41 52 57 61 44 19 48 31 39.3


Raymond 42 24 26 25 33 27 32 25 25 30 22 22 27.8


Total 89 86 83 79 108 118 119 129 110 81 111 88 1,201


Percent by Month 7.4% 7.2% 6.6% 6.9% 9.0% 9.8% 9.9% 10.7% 9.2% 6.7% 9.2% 7.3% 100%


The data indicate that the number of calls for EMS service increases in June,


July, and August. Casco and Naples have an increase in the demand in the summer


months, with Naples having the greatest increase. In addition to the calls for service


identified above, Naples has a relatively large number of calls identified as “EMS


Coverage” (85 calls in 2010); most of these calls occur in June, July, August, and


September. Casco and Raymond had few of these calls. 


Exhibit 25 presents EMS calls for service by time of day, for the months of July


and August. These data do not include calls identified as “EMS Coverage.” The peak


EMS activity period is from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m, shown as the shaded area in the


exhibit. Sixty-nine percent of calls for service occurred during this period. Over the


62-day period (July and August), there were 248 medical emergencies. Forty-eight


percent of the calls were in Naples; 29 percent were in Casco; and 23 percent were


in Raymond. 
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EXHIBIT 25
EMS CALLS FOR SERVICE FOR JULY AND AUGUST 2010


JULY AUGUST


TIME OF DAY CASCO NAPLES RAYMOND SUBTOTAL CASCO NAPLES RAYMOND SUBTOTAL TOTAL PERCENT


00:00-00:59 1 1 1 1 2 3 1.2%


01:00-01:59 1 1 1 0.4%


02:00-02:59 1 1 1 0.4%


03:00-03:59 2 2 1 1 3 1.2%


04:00-04:59 0 0.0%


05:00-05:59 2 1 3 1 2 3 6 2.4%


06:00-06:59 1 2 3 1 1 4 1.6%


07:00-07:59 1 1 4 1 5 6 2.4%


08:00-08:59 2 5 2 9 4 5 9 18 7.3%


09:00-09:59 2 2 1 5 3 2 3 8 13 5.2%


10:00-10:59 1 4 1 6 2 4 6 12 4.8%


11:00-11:59 1 3 2 6 1 3 1 5 11 4.4%


12:00-12:59 3 3 1 7 2 3 5 12 4.8%


13:00-13:59 2 3 3 8 4 3 3 10 18 7.3%


14:00-14:59 1 1 2 4 3 1 1 5 9 3.6%


15:00-15:59 2 5 7 5 4 9 16 6.5%


16:00-16:59 1 5 1 7 4 5 2 11 18 7.3%


17:00-17:59 3 6 3 12 2 6 3 11 23 9.3%


18:00-18:59 2 5 3 10 2 7 2 11 21 8.5%


19:00-19:59 2 1 2 5 1 2 3 8 3.2%


20:00-20:59 3 1 1 5 3 1 4 9 3.6%


21:00-21:59 6 1 7 4 6 10 17 6.9%


22:00-22:59 2 2 2 6 2 2 3 7 13 5.2%


23:00-23:59 3 3 3 3 6 2.4%


Total Calls 30 57 32 119 43 61 25 129 248 100.0%


Average Number
of Calls per Day


1.0 1.8 1.0 3.8 1.4 2.0 .8 4.2 3.9


The data in Exhibit 25 indicate that, in July 2010, the three towns responded


to approximately 3.8 calls each day; in August 2010, the three towns responded to


approximately 4.2 calls each day. During 2010, the three towns averaged 3.1 calls per


day. (Appendix C displays the each town’s response in 2010.)


Exhibit 26 is a line chart which shows the total number of EMS call for service


in the three towns by time of day for July and August 2010. 
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EXHIBIT 26
TOTAL NUMBER OF EMS CALLS IN CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND 


JULY AND AUGUST 2010


The data indicate that the demand for service may be burdensome for an


individual department, but the total demand for service is manageable with available


resources. The fire and rescue departments have a relatively large number of trained


personnel and the necessary equipment to meet the demand for service.
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IV. STANDARDS, BENCHMARKS, AND RESPONSE PARAMETERS


PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND GOALS


Establishing performance goals for fire and emergency medical services is an


individual community’s responsibility. The selection of performance goals may be


guided by emerging national standards and performance goals, industry best


practices, the cost of providing services, and the level of risk a community is willing


to accept.


NFPA STANDARD 1720
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) has established several


benchmarks, or standards, for measuring fire and rescue response. NFPA Standard


1720 applies to predominantly volunteer (call) departments; NFPA Standard 1710


applies to career fire departments. NFPA Standard 1720 is a performance standard,


concerned with both the number of personnel who respond to an incident and the


time it takes to respond to an incident. The response time and staffing requirements


provided in NFPA Standard 1720 also establish a time frame to begin the initial


attack. NFPA 1720 states that, upon arrival of the required number of personnel at


the scene of an incident, a fire department should have the capability to safely begin


initial attack within two minutes, 90 percent of the time. (See NFPA Standard 1720.)


NFPA Standard 1710 is applicable to a career fire department, such as the Portland


Fire Department. NFPA 1710, like NFPA 1720, shows both the number of personnel


who respond to an incident and the time it takes to respond to an incident. NFPA


Standard 1710 presents a more rigorous time line, which assumes the immediate


availability of personnel. 


Exhibit 28 displays the performance standards for volunteer (call)


departments. NFPA Standard 1720 states that the town should identify the minimum


staffing required to ensure that a sufficient number of personnel are available to


allow safe operations at an emergency scene. The exhibit presents the staffing and


response time requirements from NFPA Standard 1720.
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EXHIBIT 27
NFPA 1720 PERFORMANCE STANDARD


STAFFING AND RESPONSE TIME STANDARDS FOR VOLUNTEER (CALL) FIRE DEPARTMENTS


DEMAND ZONE POPULATION PER SQ. MI. NUMBER OF PERSONNEL TIME IN MINUTES PERCENT OF TIME


Urban >1,000 15 9 90%


Suburban 500 to 1,000 10 10 90%


Rural <500 6 14 80%


Remote travel distance >8 miles 4 - 90%


Source: NFPA 1720


APPLICATION OF NFPA STANDARD 1720 TO CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND


NFPA Standard 1720 indicates that a town with a population density of less


than 500 residents per square mile should be able to deliver six firefighters to the


scene of a fire within 14 minutes. In a town with a population density of 500 to 1,000


persons per square mile, the fire department should be able to deliver 10 personnel


within 10 minutes.


In the case of Casco, Raymond, and Naples, each town has a relatively low


population density, less than 500 persons per square mile. Measuring population by


land area only, Casco has a population density of approximately 120 persons per


square mile, Naples has a population density of 122 persons per square mile, and


Raymond has a population density of 134 persons per square mile. Collectively, the


towns have a population density of 125 persons per square mile.


The objective of the Casco, Naples, and Raymond Fire and Rescue


Departments should be able to deliver six personnel at the scene of an incident


within 14 minutes, 80 percent of the time. 


The response time and staffing standard provided in NFPA 1720 also states


that, upon arrival of the required number of personnel at the scene of an incident,


a fire department should have the capability to safely begin initial attack within two


minutes, 90 percent of the time. (See NFPA Standard 1720.)


EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE PERFORMANCE GOALS 


The benchmarks, performance measures, or standards by which emergency


medical performance is measured include the commonly applied Eisenberg Model


and the American Heart Association’s Statement on Chain of Survival. The commonly
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accepted benchmark for the delivery of ALS to the scene of a life-threatening incident


requires the delivery of ALS within eight minutes and 59 seconds. This response is


measured from the receipt of a call to arrival at the scene of an incident. The


following is a summary of benchmarks or standards used to measure emergency


medical response. The rural nature of Casco, Naples, and Raymond makes the


achievement of these benchmarks very difficult. Response distances, the road


network, and the weather hamper response efforts in the towns. 


EISENBERG MODEL


Survivability for a non-breathing person is a function of application of CPR,


defibrillation, and advanced life support. Models exist to predict survivability. One


commonly applied model is the Eisenberg model, which estimates the probability of


survival based on a system's ability to deliver the critical services in a timely manner.


The model predicts that one-third of all non-breathing and/or cardiac arrest patients


may die immediately, and that the remaining individuals’ probability of survival


decreases by up to 5.5 percent for each subsequent minute; however, the decrease


can be slowed by the application of various procedures (CPR, defibrillation, ACLS).


AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION


The American Heart Association, in its Statement on Chain of Survival,
describes a sequence of events which must occur rapidly to allow a person to survive


a sudden cardiac arrest. The chain of survival includes recognition of early warning


signs, activation of the emergency medical system, basic cardiopulmonary


resuscitation, defibrillation, intubation and intravenous administration of


medications. Early defibrillation is identified as a critical link in the chain of survival.


A sudden cardiac arrest victim who is not defibrillated within eight to 10 minutes


has a very limited chance of survival.


LOCAL PERFORMANCE GOALS 


Regional emergency medical services councils sometimes establish reasonable


response goals, given the capability within an area. These response goals consider


available personnel, the geography of an area, realistic response capability, and the


local council’s assessment of risks and benefits. The Casco Rescue Department,


Naples Fire Department, and Raymond Fire Department are assigned to the Southern


Maine EMS (EMS Region 1). 
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NFPA STANDARD 1710 (not applicable to volunteer departments)
NFPA 1710 is concerned with the fire and EMS response of predominantly


career fire departments. This standard is not applicable to Casco, Naples, and


Raymond. Part of NFPA 1710 applies to full-time fire departments that provide


emergency medical services. The standard calls for a response within four minutes


from a first responder (or higher level responder). The standard also calls for a


response within eight minutes from an advanced life support (ALS) unit. These


response time standards do not include dispatch and turnout time. These response


time performance objectives should be achieved at least 90 percent of the time. NFPA


Standard 1710 time lines do not include dispatch and turn-out time. One additional


minute is allowed for dispatch and one minute is added for turn-out time, for a total


of two minutes. (See the Appendix for an expanded discussion of performance


measures and underlying fire and rescue principles, including OSHA requirements


and NFPA Standards.) 


COMPUTER MAPPING


The consultants conducted a computer mapping analysis of the response


capability of the Casco, Naples, and Raymond fire and rescue departments to assess


fire station location, and fire and EMS response capability. The computer analysis


required the consultants to review maps of each jurisdiction, examine transportation


networks, conduct site visits to the stations, and review data.


Response coverage provided by the five existing fire stations in Casco, Naples,


and Raymond was analyzed using the consultant’s computer mapping capabilities.


The computer mapping model analyzes the travel distances that can be achieved by


fire units leaving fire stations and responding throughout a geographic area within


a given time, assuming defined average response speeds. The color-coded maps


presented in this report are designed to illustrate the response from each station.


The mapping methodology consists of the following steps:


< Prepare a digitized base map representation of the street and highway


network in the jurisdictions.


< Locate the fire stations to be analyzed with respect to that network.


< Assign appropriate road speeds to reflect reasonable response


expectations.
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< Generate a map indicating travel time from the emergency response


stations in time segments to the borders of the community.


The street network is based on TIGER files from the United States Census


Bureau. The resulting digitized street network was used in the computer mapping


analysis to determine travel times to various points in each town from the emergency


response stations. In order to do this, the longitude and latitude of the fire station


locations were established and identified on the digitized street network and speed


assignments were made.


The maps indicate the streets covered in two-minute increments. The


development of the travel time maps required the assignment of an average travel


speed to roadways. The maps presented in this report have incorporated an average


speed of 22 miles per hour for roadways in each jurisdiction. The speed is based on


the consultants’ review of road conditions and the consultants’ experience with


emergency response situations. It is quite possible that at some times of the day, or


year, these speeds may be exceeded, or not reached, because of weather, traffic, or


other conditions. The speeds are used in the emergency response model solely for


planning purposes. The objective is to provide a reasonable graphical representation


of time-based response coverage from different emergency response locations within


each jurisdiction. The response model is intended to be conservative. 


The travel time maps only depict over-the-road travel, or running times. Two


minutes for notification, dispatch, and turn-out time should be added to these times


to measure response, assuming one or more staff members are on-duty and available


to respond to an incident. If no personnel are available immediately, and a volunteer


response is assumed, at least four minutes should be added to the estimate of total


response time. 


The maps provide a conservative estimate of response capability. Benchmarks


and standards generally allow one minute or less for dispatching and one minute or


less for turn-out time. For example, a four-minute travel time response represents


only part of the response time to an incident. It is necessary to add two minutes to


the travel time to establish the total response time. The maps show the current


response capability of each fire department. Maps included in this report are listed


in Exhibit 28.
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EXHIBIT 28
LIST OF MAPS


Map 1 Existing Stations: Casco, Naples, and Raymond


Map 2 Travel Time from Casco Central Station 


Map 3 Travel Time from Casco Brown Street Station


Map 4 Travel Time from Naples Station


Map 5 Travel Time from Raymond Station


Map 6 Distance from Existing Stations


Map 7 Travel Time from Stations in Casco, Naples, and Raymond


Map 8 Travel Time from Naples and Raymond Stations


Computer maps graphically show the response capability of fire and rescue


departments. The maps also generate data, which allow the comparison of the


current station configurations to alternative fire station configurations. These data


indicate the area (square miles), and streets (miles) served by the current response


system. The maps show the streets and area covered in time increments by a fire or


EMS unit responding to an emergency. Travel time maps present coverage in two-


minute time increments. Maps 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 show travel time. Map 6 shows


distances from each fire station. 


Data displayed in the following four exhibits are derived from Maps 2, 3, 4,


and 5. In addition, cumulative summaries indicate the total coverage within specific


time parameters. Each of the following exhibits contains two sections. The top


section displays area and street miles covered within each time segment. The bottom


part of the exhibit shows cumulative response in minutes.


Note: The maps and data displayed only depict over-the-road travel, or
running times. Two minutes for notification, dispatch and turn-out
time should be added to these times for an estimate of total response
time, if there are personnel on-duty or responding from a station. If
personnel are not on-duty at a station, four minutes should be added
to these travel times. The four minutes is intended to account for the
time necessary for volunteers to travel to a station prior to responding.
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There are no data associated with Map 1, Existing Stations in Casco, Naples,
and Raymond, since it is a base map for the towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond.


The map shows each town and the location of each fire station. 


Exhibit 29, Travel Time from the Casco Central Station, presents the travel


time data associated with Map 2 and displays the coverage provided with a response


from the Casco Central Station. The exhibit shows that a fire company, or an EMS


unit, responding from the Casco Central Station is able to cover 55.9 percent of the


area of the town, and 46.1 percent of street miles within eight minutes travel time,


or ten minutes total response time (assuming personnel are responding directly from


the station). The response capability from the Brown Street Station is shown on


Map 3. The map is designed to review the viability of using the Brown Street Station


as a centralized EMS response facility. The map indicates that more than one EMS


station is required to provide services to the three-town area.


Exhibit 30, Travel Time from the Naples Station, presents the travel time data


associated with Map 4 and displays the coverage provided with a response from the


Naples Fire Station. Approximately 67.4 percent of the area of the town, and 63.4


percent of street miles, are covered by a response from the station within eight


minutes travel time.


Exhibit 31, Travel Time from the Raymond Station, presents the travel time


data associated with Map 5. The map displays the coverage provided with a response


from the Raymond Central Station and indicates that approximately 44.6 percent of


the area of the town, and 44.1 percent of street miles are covered within eight


minutes travel time. Raymond units responding from the station require a significant


amount of time to reach the northern, less populated, region of the town.


Map 6, Distance from Existing Stations, shows the coverage from each fire


station in one-mile segments. The map is intended to provide an overview of the


distances that need to be traveled. 


Maps 7 and 8 show a theoretical response plan using a three-station response


model (central stations in Casco, Naples, and Raymond) and a two-station response


model (central stations in Naples and Raymond). These maps show travel time from


two to 10 minutes. The white areas on the maps show response time of more than


10 minutes.
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Exhibit 32 presents the travel time data associated with Map 7. The map


displays the coverage provided assuming a response from the three central fire


stations. The map assumes that the towns are one service area. The data associated


with this map indicate that a response from all three stations enables the


departments to cover approximately 67 percent of the area and 60 percent of the


road miles in all three towns within eight minutes travel time; within 10 minutes


travel time, approximately 87 percent of the area and 76 percent of road miles are


covered by a fire or EMS unit responding from the stations. A three-station response


system provides acceptable coverage within eight to 10 minutes. Response is weakest


in the northern part of Raymond. 


Exhibit 33 presents the travel time data associated with Map 8. Map 8 is


similar to Map 7, but displays the coverage provided assuming a response from the


Naples and Raymond central fire stations. The map assumes that the towns are one


service area. The data associated with this map indicate that a response from two


stations simultaneously will enable fire or EMS units to cover approximately 48


percent of the area and 48 percent of the road miles in the three towns within eight


minutes travel time; within 10 minutes travel time, approximately 68 percent of the


area and 61 percent of road miles are covered by a fire or EMS unit responding from


the two stations. The two-station response approach provides relatively slow and


limited coverage to Casco and parts of Raymond.
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EXHIBIT 29
TRAVEL TIME FROM CASCO CENTRAL STATION


AREA AND STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EACH TIME SEGMENT


MINUTES AREA (SQ. MILES) PERCENT STREET MILES PERCENT


Less than 2 0.35 1.1% 2.43 2.1%


2 to less than 4 2.35 7.5% 9.60 8.3%


4 to less than 6 6.37 20.4% 23.94 20.6%


6 to less than 8 8.38 26.9% 17.55 15.1%


8 to less than 10 5.07 16.3% 13.56 11.7%


10 to less than 12 8.67 27.8% 48.97 42.2%


12 or more 31.19 100.0% 116.05 100.0%


AREA AND STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EACH TIME SEGMENT (CUMULATIVE COVERAGE)


MINUTES AREA (SQ. MILES) PERCENT STREET MILES PERCENT


Less than 2 0.35 1.1% 2.43 2.1%


Less than 4 2.70 8.7% 12.03 10.4%


Less than 6 9.07 29.1% 35.97 31.0%


Less than 8 17.45 55.9% 53.52 46.1%


Less than 10 22.52 72.2% 67.08 57.8%


Less than 12 8.67 27.8% 48.97 42.2%


12 or more 31.19 100.0% 116.05 100.0%
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EXHIBIT 30
TRAVEL TIME FROM NAPLES STATION


AREA AND STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EACH TIME SEGMENT


MINUTES AREA (SQ. MILES) PERCENT STREET MILES PERCENT


Less than 2 1.55 4.9% 11.80 8.1%


Less than 4 5.23 16.5% 21.61 14.8%


Less than 6 7.53 23.7% 28.89 19.8%


Less than 8 7.08 22.3% 30.39 20.8%


Less than 10 7.70 24.3% 28.81 19.7%


Less than 12 2.66 8.4% 24.63 16.9%


12 or more 31.75 100.0% 146.13 100.0%


AREA AND STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EACH TIME SEGMENT (CUMULATIVE COVERAGE)


MINUTES AREA (SQ. MILES) PERCENT STREET MILES PERCENT


Less than 2 1.55 4.9% 11.80 8.1%


Less than 4 6.78 21.4% 33.41 22.9%


Less than 6 14.31 45.1% 62.30 42.6%


Less than 8 21.39 67.4% 92.69 63.4%


Less than 10 29.09 91.6% 121.50 83.1%


Less than 12 2.66 8.4% 24.63 16.9%


12 or more 31.75 100.0% 146.13 100.0%
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EXHIBIT 31
TRAVEL TIME FROM RAYMOND CENTRAL STATION


AREA AND STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EACH TIME SEGMENT


MINUTES AREA (SQ. MILES) PERCENT STREET MILES PERCENT


Less than 2 1.79 5.4% 10.88 7.6%


Less than 4 4.45 13.4% 22.81 15.9%


Less than 6 4.25 12.8% 13.49 9.4%


Less than 8 4.33 13.0% 16.03 11.2%


Less than 10 4.03 12.1% 9.11 6.3%


Less than 12 14.35 43.2% 71.15 49.6%


12 or more 33.20 100.0% 143.47 100.0%


AREA AND STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EACH TIME SEGMENT (CUMULATIVE COVERAGE)


MINUTES AREA (SQ. MILES) PERCENT STREET MILES PERCENT


Less than 2 1.79 5.4% 10.88 7.6%


Less than 4 6.24 18.8% 33.69 23.5%


Less than 6 10.49 31.6% 47.18 32.9%


Less than 8 14.82 44.6% 63.21 44.1%


Less than 10 18.85 56.8% 72.32 50.4%


Less than 12 14.35 43.2% 71.15 49.6%
12 or more 33.20 100.0% 143.47 100.0%
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EXHIBIT 32
TRAVEL TIME FROM STATIONS IN CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND


AREA AND STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EACH TIME SEGMENT


MINUTES AREA (SQ. MILES) PERCENT STREET MILES PERCENT


Less than 2 3.69 3.8% 25.11 6.2%


2 to less than 4 12.55 13.1% 58.5 14.4%


4 to less than 6 21.65 22.5% 80.56 19.9%


6 to less than 8 26.18 27.2% 80.21 19.8%


8 to less than 10 19.33 20.1% 62.34 15.4%


10 or more 12.74 13.3% 98.93 24.4%


AREA AND STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EACH TIME SEGMENT (CUMULATIVE COVERAGE)


MINUTES AREA (SQ. MILES) PERCENT STREET MILES PERCENT


Less than 2 3.69 3.8% 25.11 6.2%


2 to less than 4 16.24 16.9% 83.61 20.6%


4 to less than 6 37.89 39.4% 164.17 40.5%


6 to less than 8 64.07 66.6% 244.38 60.2%


8 to less than 10 83.40 86.7% 306.72 75.6%


10  or more 12.74 13.3% 98.93 24.4%
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EXHIBIT 33
TRAVEL TIME FROM NAPLES AND RAYMOND STATIONS


AREA AND  STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EACH TIME SEGMENT


MINUTES AREA (SQ. MILES) PERCENT STREET MILES PERCENT


Less than 2 3.35 3.5% 22.67 5.6%


2 to less than 4 10.19 10.6% 48.80 12.0%


4 to less than 6 14.73 15.3% 56.67 14.0%


6 to less than 8 17.84 18.6% 64.52 15.9%


8 to less than 10 18.82 19.6% 53.96 13.3%


10 or more 31.21 32.5% 159.03 39.2%


AREA AND STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EACH TIME SEGMENT (CUMULATIVE COVERAGE)


MINUTES AREA (SQ. MILES) PERCENT STREET MILES PERCENT


Less than 2 3.35 3.5% 22.67 5.6%


2 to less than 4 13.54 14.1% 71.47 17.6%


4 to less than 6 28.27 29.4% 128.14 31.6%


6 to less than 8 46.11 48.0% 192.66 47.5%


8 to less than 10 64.93 67.5% 246.62 60.8%


10 or more 31.21 32.5% 159.03 39.2%


Exhibit 34 summarizes data associated with a three-station response system


and a two-station response system. The three-station response system provides


relatively strong response coverage; 60.2 percent of road miles are covered within


eight minutes. The two-station response system covers 47.5 percent of road miles


within eight minutes.
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EXHIBIT 34
THREE-STATION RESPONSE AND TWO-STATION RESPONSE COMPARISON


AREA AND STREET MILES COVERED WITHIN EIGHT MINUTES AND TEN MINUTES


WITHIN EIGHT MINUTES WITHIN TEN MINUTES


THREE-STATION


RESPONSE


TWO-STATION


RESPONSE


THREE-STATION


RESPONSE


TWO-STATION


RESPONSE


TOTAL


Street Miles Covered 244.38 192.66 306.72 246.62 405.65


Percent of Street Miles Covered 60.2 % 47.5 % 75.6% 60.8%


Area (Square Miles) Covered 64.07 46.11 83.40 64.93 96.14


Percent of Area Covered 66.6% 48.0 % 86.7 % 67.5%
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Casco Company 2 Station


  Travel Time from Casco Brown St. Station  


  MMA Consulting Group, Inc.


  


  Less than 2 minutes


  2 to less than 4 minutes


  4 to less than 6 minutes


  6 to less than 8 minutes


  8 to less than 10 minutes


  10 to less than 12 minutes


  12 to less than 14 minutes


  14 to less than 16 minutes


  16 to less than 18 minutes


  18 to less than 20 minutes


  20 to less than 22 minutes


  22 to less than 24 minutes


  24 to less than 26 minutes


MAP 3



MMACG

Typewritten Text

Time Segment



MMACG

Typewritten Text







!Naples Fire Station


  Travel Time from Naples Station  


0 .5 1 1.5


Miles


MMA Consulting Group, Inc.


  


MAP 4



MMACG

Typewritten Text

Time Segment



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text

Less than 2 minutes2 to less than 4 minutes4 to less than 6 minutes6 to less than 8 minutes8 to less than 10 minutes



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text







!Raymond Fire Station


  Travel Time from Raymond Station  


0 .7 1.4 2.1


Miles


MMA Consulting Group, Inc.


  


MAP 5



MMACG

Typewritten Text

Time Segment



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text

Less than 2 minutes2 to less than 4 minutes4 to less than 6 minutes6 to less than 8 minutes8 to less than 10 minutes



MMACG

Typewritten Text



MMACG

Typewritten Text







!


!


!


!


!
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MAPPING CONCLUSIONS


Several findings and conclusions are suggested by the computer mapping.


& The road network and travel distances make response throughout each


town difficult. 


& The Naples and Raymond fire and rescue departments, while having fire


suppression capability, are structured to deliver emergency medical


services. The Casco Rescue Department, using an on-call system, is


structured to provide timely emergency medical services.


& The towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond would not receive effective EMS


service if a response came from one centrally located EMS station. The


towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond would not receive effective EMS


service if a response came from two response stations (Naples and


Raymond fire stations). 


& Parts of the Town of Raymond are difficult to serve effectively. 


& The reduction in the number of response stations, if supported by


increased response capability, is a viable option to consider.


& The consolidation of the fire and rescue agencies may provide an


opportunity to reduce the number of fire stations in the area. 


& The fire and rescue departments collectively have the capability to meet


NFPA Standard 1720 and deliver six firefighters within 14 minutes to the


scene of a fire. 


& The long response runs for the three fire departments indicate that it is


very difficult to arrive at certain fire emergencies in a timely manner, with


sufficient personnel. This suggests that the fire prevention program


should be expanded. 


The distances between fire stations in Casco, Naples, and Raymond are shown


in Exhibit 35. The distances and travel times between stations are shown; travel time


assumes travel at the speed limit.
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EXHIBIT 35
DISTANCES BETWEEN FIRE STATIONS


FIRE STATIONS DISTANCE IN MILES TRAVEL TIME IN MINUTES


Casco Fire Station, 637 Meadow Road, to 


South Casco Fire Station, 20 Brown Avenue


4.9 9


Casco Central Station, 637 Meadow Road, to


Naples Fire Station, 1100 Roosevelt Trail


6.4 10


Naples Fire Station, 1100 Roosevelt Trail, to 


South Casco Fire Station, 20 Brown Avenue


6.2 9


Raymond Central Station, 1443 Roosevelt Trail, to


South Casco Fire Station, 20 Brown Avenue


3.1 5


Raymond Central Station, 1443 Roosevelt Trail, to


Casco Fire Station, 637 Meadow Road


7.0 12


The mapping also suggests that it is possible for Casco and Raymond to


consolidate their departments.


RECOMMENDATION 3: The consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department
should operate with three fire stations.


RECOMMENDATION 4: The consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department
should set a fire response goal designed to meet NFPA Standard 1720
and deliver six firefighters within 14 minutes to the scene of a fire. 


RECOMMENDATION 5: The consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department
should develop a comprehensive fire prevention program. 
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V. CONSOLIDATED FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENT


CONSOLIDATED DEPARTMENT OVERVIEW


The integration of existing volunteers and part-time and full-time personnel


into the Casco, Naples, and Raymond Fire and Rescue Department (CNR Fire and


Rescue Department) is essential to effective implementation of the consolidated fire


department. Several important issues should be considered during the consolidation


process.


& Cross Trained Personnel - Department personnel should be cross-trained


firefighters and emergency medical technicians, but there would be


opportunities for participation by firefighters (only) and EMTs (only). 


& Fire and Rescue Accountability Committee - The new fire and rescue


department would be governed by the Fire and Rescue Accountability


Committee composed of representatives from each town. 


& Full-time Fire Chief - The employment of a full-time Fire and Rescue Chief


is required. There is a clear need for a stronger management structure to


oversee all fire and rescue operations.


ORGANIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS


The Fire and Rescue Chief should manage the department through four


District (or Division or Battalion) Chiefs. Three of the District Chiefs would be


operational chiefs; one chief would be a staff chief for emergency medical services.


The three District Chiefs with operational responsibility would oversee the


three districts based on town boundary lines. District response areas may require


adjustment in the future. There should be a Casco District Chief, a Naples District


Chief, and a Raymond District Chief. These chiefs would be responsible for the


personnel, apparatus, and stations within each district. 


The EMS Chief would be a staff position. The EMS Chief would be responsible


for the oversight of emergency medical services, quality assurance and quality


improvement, certification of personnel, and incident review. The EMS Chief should


be considered a working chief and would respond to incidents or supervise major


incidents.
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District Chiefs should also be assigned ancillary duties or functions, such as:


& One District Chief should have responsibility for department-wide


training, supported by a training officer in each district.


& One District Chief should be responsible for personal protective


equipment and safety, supported by a safety officer in each district.


& One District Chief should be responsible for volunteer recruitment and


selection and other functions to support volunteer activities.


RECOMMENDATION 6: The consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department
should be under the direction of a full-time Fire and Rescue Chief.


RECOMMENDATION 7: The consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department
should be managed by the Fire and Rescue Chief, who should be
assisted by three District Fire Chiefs, each overseeing a district (Casco,
Naples or Raymond), and one District Chief overseeing emergency
medical services.


Exhibit 36 presents the proposed organization of a consolidated fire and


rescue department.
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EXHIBIT 36
PROPOSED ORGANIZATION OF THE CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND FIRE DEPARTMENTS


The appropriate number of company officers in each district should be


determined over several years. The department should establish a uniform rank


structure compatible with responsibilities. 


ROLE OF THE FIRE CHIEF


The full-time Chief should oversee administration, planning and coordination,


and fire and rescue services. The Chief should have strong interpersonal skills and


experience working with a volunteer organization. Exhibit 37 provides a summary


of desirable qualifications for the full-time Chief. 


EXHIBIT 37
QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE FIRE AND RESCUE CHIEF


Experience Extensive experience in fire, rescue and emergency medical services
Five or more years of supervisory experience (company officer)
Five or more years of command experience (chief officer)
Experience as a volunteer 
Experience performing administrative tasks
Experience managing volunteer personnel and resources
Experience as an incident commander and manager of emergency incidents
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Education &
Training


Extensive fire and rescue training
Management and leadership training
Incident management training
Graduate of appropriate management and executive programs


Knowledge Modern fire and rescue practices and philosophies
Firefighter safety practices and procedures
Strategic planning
Business management practices
Volunteer recruitment and retention programs and practices


Abilities Ability to manage fire and emergency incidents
Ability to communicate effectively and clearly, orally and in writing
Ability to work with elected and appointed officials
Ability to prepare and manage operating and capital budgets 
Ability to lead and supervise employees and volunteers
Ability to be diplomatic and consider competing views and philosophies


The Fire and Rescue Accountability Committee should be responsible for the


oversight of the consolidated fire department. The Committee should develop the


qualifications for the new full-time Chief. The Committee should also determine the


process by which the new Chief will be selected. 


RECOMMENDATION 8: The Fire and Rescue Accountability Committee
should develop the qualifications for the Fire and Rescue Chief.


FIRE STATION CONFIGURATION


The current locations of fire stations were selected to reflect the individual


needs of each fire and rescue department. A consolidation of the departments


provides an opportunity to consider reducing the number of fire stations and


consolidating resources for more effective response. Assuming a limited number of


full-time, part-time, and volunteer personnel, centralization of resources offers the


opportunity for a safer response. Analysis suggests that the consolidated department


should operate with three or four stations. It is suggested that a three-station


consolidated model may be most appropriate, given available resources. Under the


four-station alternative, the Brown Street Fire Station in Casco would be


decommissioned. Under a three fire station configuration, the Brown Street Fire


Station and Raymond Station #2 should be closed. Raymond Station #2 could remain


open if the CNR Fire and Rescue Department determines that there is sufficient


demand for service and that there are volunteers in the area to support station


activities. 
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RECOMMENDATION 9: The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should
operate with three or four fire stations. 


The consolidation of the fire and rescue departments requires the


development of an apparatus deployment plan. Currently, each fire and rescue


department acquires assets to meet the individual needs of the department. Less


apparatus is required under the consolidated fire and rescue department. 


The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should have a fleet composed of four


ambulances, six engines, one ladder, two medium duty rescue units, three tankers,


and other utility vehicles. Exhibit 38 displays the current and proposed apparatus


fleet.


EXHIBIT 38
CURRENT AND PROPOSED APPARATUS FLEET


CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND FIRE DEPARTMENTS*


APPARATUS TYPE CURRENT FLEET
NUMBER OF UNITS


PROPOSED FLEET
NUMBER OF UNITS


INCREASE/DECREASE


Ambulance 6 4 -2


Engine 7 6 -1


Ladder 2 1 -1


Forestry 3 3 0


Medium Duty Rescue 1 2 +1


Tanker 5 3 -2


Total 24 19 -5


*Does not include six utility vehicles.


Assuming that a three fire station configuration is adopted, the fleet should


be deployed so that one ambulance, two engines, one tanker, and one forestry truck


are located at each station. The ladder truck should be assigned to one station, and


a medium rescue truck should be assigned to the other two stations. Each medium


rescue unit should be designed for appropriate specialities to ensure the


development of needed skills in the department. There should be one reserve


ambulance.
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The proposed consolidation reduces the fleet by five major apparatus,


including the older ladder once shared by Naples and Casco. One new medium rescue


unit should be acquired. 


RECOMMENDATION 10: The CNR Fire and Rescue Department apparatus
fleet should be composed of four ambulances, six engines, one ladder,
three forestry trucks, and three tankers. 


RECOMMENDATION 11: One ambulance should be assigned to each of the
three primary response stations. One ambulance should be placed in
reserve. 


RECOMMENDATION 12: The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should
develop an apparatus replacement plan. 


RECOMMENDATION 13: The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should
acquire one new medium-duty rescue unit.


The actual deployment of units should be a function of the department’s


decision-making process. Exhibit 39 shows one possible apparatus location plan.


EXHIBIT 39
PROPOSED APPARATUS LOCATION PLAN


CASCO NAPLES RAYMOND


Engine 2 2 2


Ladder 1


Forestry 1 1 1


Tanker 1 1 1


Medium Rescue 1 1


Ambulance* 1 1 1


Total Units 6 6 6


*A reserve ambulance should be assigned to an appropriate station.


There is an immediate need to strengthen fire and emergency medical


response from the Casco area. There should be one full-time (or equivalent)


firefighter/EMT on-duty in Casco from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (or 7:00 a.m. to 7:00
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p.m.) on weekdays. The staffing recommendation requires the town to pay for 60


hours of firefighter/EMT time. It is recommended that one full-time firefighter/EMT


be employed. In addition, part-time personnel should be used to fill any gap in the


full-time staffing coverage. The full-time firefighter/EMT should be supported by two


part-time on-call personnel, similar to the current practice. This coverage provides


some immediate response capability. The on-call personnel should be cross-trained


firefighters/EMTs. 


RECOMMENDATION 14: A firefighter/EMT should be on-duty at the Casco
Central Fire Station from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday.


RECOMMENDATION 15: The on-duty firefighter/EMT should be supported
by two on-call personnel. The on-call personnel should be cross-trained
firefighters/EMTs.
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VI. GOVERNING THE CONSOLIDATED FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENT


The are several key items to consider in the consolidation process:


& Develop an inter-municipal agreement.


& Define the governance model.


& Develop a cost allocation plan.


A consolidated fire and rescue department should be an integrated part of the


current government structure. The consolidated department should be directly


accountable to each town through a Fire and Rescue Department Accountability


Committee. It is not necessary to create an independent fire district.


DEVELOPING THE INTER-MUNICIPAL AGREEMENT


The development of the inter-municipal agreement requires careful thought


and planning. The towns should establish a deadline of six months for development


of a comprehensive inter-municipal agreement. The term of the agreement should


ideally be at least ten years.


The inter-municipal agreement should be flexible. The creation of an inter-


municipal agreement requires the three towns to:


& Develop a governance model which provides for accountability and


effective oversight.


& Prepare a clear description of the services required by the towns.


& Establish a method of allocating costs.


& Agree on the length of the term of the inter-municipal agreement.


& Agree on the method of terminating the agreement.


& Develop an implementation timetable.


& Develop a clear understanding of the scope of authority of the Fire Chief


of the CNR Fire and Rescue Department.
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& Develop a budget process and establish a financial reporting system.


& Clarify insurance and indemnification issues.


& Agree on a method of expanding the consolidated fire department to


include other towns.


Once the principles of the agreement are established, the participating towns


should employ a legal counsel to draft the specific language of the inter-municipal


agreement. The language of the agreement and the principles upon which the


agreement is based should be widely circulated.


RECOMMENDATION 16: The towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should
develop an inter-municipal agreement establishing a consolidated Fire
and Rescue Department.


GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT


The CNR Fire and Rescue Department requires a governance structure which


ensures accountability. The Department should be able to demonstrate to elected


officials and residents that services are delivered in a cost-effective manner. There


are many approaches by which the governing body could be established. The number


of members of a governing body and the methods by which decisions are made may


be designed to meet the needs of the towns. For example, the governing body could


be composed of representatives from each town, with each representative having


equal decision-making authority on major policy matters. Alternatively, the


representatives from each town could have a proportional decision-making authority


equal to the share of the budget it provides. Another approach would be to establish


a governing committee with a two-tiered decision-making approach. On major issues


(e.g., budget adoption), a proportionate vote may be appropriate, but for most issues


requiring committee action, equal decision-making authority may be appropriate. 


We recommend that the CNR Fire and Rescue Department be governed by a


three to six member Fire and Rescue Department Accountability Committee. It is our


view that the Town Manager from each town should serve on the Committee. The


appointing authority, or a representative of the appointing authority of each town,


should serve on the Committee.
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The Fire and Rescue Department Accountability Committee should operate


using a consensus framework; however, it is necessary to provide a dispute


resolution process.


RECOMMENDATION 17: The Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should
establish a three to six person Fire and Rescue Accountability
Committee to govern the consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue
Department.


RECOMMENDATION 18: The Towns of Casco, Naples, and Raymond should
have equal decision-making authority in the management of the
consolidated CNR Fire and Rescue Department.
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VII. ALLOCATION OF COSTS


The development of a consolidated fire and rescue department requires the


allocation of costs. There are a number of cost allocation models to consider. The


common factors used in cost allocation models include: population; activity


measures (number of calls for service); and wealth measures (municipal valuation).


In addition, it is necessary to assign a percent value to each allocation factor. Exhibit


40 shows several cost allocation models.


EXHIBIT 40
COST ALLOCATION EXAMPLES


COST ALLOCATION EXAMPLE 1 COST ALLOCATION EXAMPLE 2 COST ALLOCATION EXAMPLE 3


ALLOCATION ITEM PERCENT


DISTRIBUTION


ALLOCATION ITEM PERCENT


DISTRIBUTION


ALLOCATION ITEM PERCENT


DISTRIBUTION


2011 Population 33a% 2011 Population 50% 2011 Population 100%


Municipal Valuation 33a% Municipal Valuation 50%


Calls for Service* 33a%


Total 100% 100% 100%


*Calls for service vary from year to year. If calls for service are used as an allocation measure, it is appropriate to
use a three-year rolling average which is adjusted annually.


Under the cost allocation example, three factors are used: population, which


represents the potential for incidents; municipal valuation, which represents the


wealth of a community, or ability to pay; and calls for service, which represents the


actual service demand. 


Exhibit 41 provides a summary of the budgets of the Casco, Naples, and


Raymond fire and rescue departments. The budgets include salaries, operations, and


equipment. The budgets do not include insurance and indirect overhead costs.
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EXHIBIT 41
CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND - 2011 BUDGETS


NAPLES CASCO RAYMOND TOTAL - ALL TOWNS


Salaries 323,638 63% 201,078 54% 376,432 65% 901,148 62%
Operations 139,100 27% 127,019 34% 157,264 27% 423,383 29%
Equipment 22,000 4% 40,500 11% 30,200 5% 92,700 6%
Other 29,450 6% 2,000 1% 14,300 2% 45,750 3%
Total - Direct Costs 514,188 100% 370,597 100% 578,196 100% 1,462,981 100%


For purposes of illustration, Exhibit 42 shows an allocation of costs using the


total 2011 budget for each department; costs are distributed by population,


municipal valuation, and calls for service. There is no significant population variation


among the jurisdictions. Raymond’s population represents 37 percent of the three-


town population, while Casco and Naples represent 31 and 32 percent, respectively.


Seasonal population is not included. Calls for service data were provided by the


Cumberland County Regional Communication Center. The municipal valuation of


each town was provided by the State of Maine (Maine Revenue Services). 


EXHIBIT 42
COST ALLOCATION ASSUMPTIONS


2010
POPULATION


% OF TOTAL


POPULATION


2009 CALLS


FOR SERVICE


% OF TOTAL CALLS


FOR SERVICE


MUNICIPAL


VALUATION


PERCENT OF


VALUATION


Casco 3,742 31% 653 31% 644,700,000 26.8%


Naples 3,872 32% 777 37% 790,450,000 30.3%


Raymond 4,436 37% 698 33% 1,026,000,000 42.9%


Total 12,050 100% 2,128 100% 2,348,858,005 100%


Sources: U.S. Census (population), State of Maine (municipal valuation, total real and personal 2009), Cumberland
County (calls for service).


The total budget is allocated based on resident population, municipal


valuation, and calls for service. Each allocation factor is weighted equally.
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ALLOCATION ITEM PERCENT DISTRIBUTION


Municipal Valuation 33a%


Calls for Service 33a%


Resident Population 33a%


Exhibit 43 allocates the 2011 total budget of $1,462,981 among the three


towns, based on population, calls for service, and municipal valuation. Exhibit 37


shows the amount each town would pay using the proposed cost allocation formula.


Naples would pay $31,746 less and Raymond would pay $29,782 less. Casco would


pay $61,527 more. It should be noted that this illustration does not incorporate any


budget changes.


EXHIBIT 43
ALLOCATION OF COSTS - CONSOLIDATED FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENT


(CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND)


2009 MUNICIPAL VALUATION PERCENT ALLOCATION AMOUNT ALLOCATED


Casco 641,857,807 26.8% 130,750
Naples 726,082,500 30.3% 147,907
Raymond 980,917,698 42.9% 209,002


2,348,858,005 100.0% 487,660


2010 RESIDENT POPULATION


Casco 3,742 31.1% 151,662
Naples 3,872 32.1% 156,539
Raymond 4,436 36.8% 179,459


12,050 100.0% 487,660


CALLS FOR SERVICE


Casco 653 30.7% 149,712
Naples 777 36.5% 177,996
Raymond 698 32.8% 159,953


2,128 100.0% 487,660


EXHIBIT 44


ALLOCATION OF THE CURRENT BUDGET AMONG THREE TOWNS


PROPOSED ALLOCATION FY 2011 BUDGET PROPOSED ALLOCATION DIFFERENCE + OR -


Casco 487,660 370,597 432,124 61,527


Naples 487,660 514,188 482,442 -31,746


Raymond 487,660 578,196 548,414 -29,782


Total 1,462,981 1,462,981 1,462,981
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Exhibit 45 shows the proposed allocation of costs, assuming that the 2011


budget is increased by $150,000 to $1,612,981. The increase is required to


implement the consolidated department, including the salary and benefits of a full-


time Fire and Rescue Chief and additional firefighter/EMT coverage in Casco. 


EXHIBIT 45
ALLOCATION OF THE CURRENT BUDGET PLUS NEW COSTS


TOWN PROPOSED ALLOCATION BUDGET INCREASE


Casco 476,430 105,833


Naples 531,907 17,719


Raymond 604,643 26,447


Total* 1,612,981


*The total budget assumes one firefighter/EMT on duty for 60 hours per week (6:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday) in Casco. (See recommendation # 14.) Filling one position
for 60 hours a week, at $16.50 per hour, would cost Casco $51,678 ($16.50 x 60 hours =
$990 per week x 52.2 weeks = $51,678). The budget includes $60,000 for these costs. The
salary of the Fire Chief is estimated to be approximately $70,000, plus approximately 30
percent for benefits and other costs. 


The increase in personnel in Casco improves response in the Town of Casco


and will contribute to fire and EMS support for the region. The employment of


personnel to fill these hours will make the service level, at least for EMS purposes,


more similar to the services in Naples and Raymond. 


RECOMMENDATION 19: The cost of the CNR Fire and Rescue Department
should be distributed based on municipal valuation, resident
population, and calls for service.


RECOMMENDATION 20: The Town of Naples should spend an additional
$60,000 in order to employ the equivalent of one firefighter/EMT for
60 hours per week.


A consolidated department will have an effect on the level of service in each


town. Response capability in Casco should be increased. The response capability in


Naples should remain the same, but be enhanced by viable response from Casco.


Raymond may have a slight reduction in services initially, which will be partially


offset by stronger support from Casco. 
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The allocation of costs highlights the need for the towns to make decisions


with respect to the allocation of personnel resources as the department is


established. It will be necessary for the governing authority of the consolidated


department and fire and rescue personnel to clearly define the level of service in


each district of the department. 


RECOMMENDATION 21: The Fire and Rescue Accountability Committee
should review the service levels in each district to create an equitable
service delivery system.
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VIII. MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS


ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS


The creation of the CNR Fire and Rescue Department will require changes in


administrative practices. Currently, each fire and rescue department is responsible


for managing its own finances, contracts, and other administrative services. Since


administrative functions must be consolidated, it is recommended that one town


assume responsibility for the administrative activities, such as payroll processing,


contract administration, accounts payable, accounts receivable, and other


administrative functions. The cost of providing administrative support should be


included in the cost allocation formula.


The CNR Fire and Rescue Department also requires administrative support to


ensure coordination and communication among fire districts. The CNR Fire and


Rescue Department should ideally budget for 10 to 15 hours of office support


services weekly.


RECOMMENDATION 22: The administrative services required by the CNR
Fire and Rescue Department should be centralized.


RECOMMENDATION 23: The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should be
provided with 10 to 15 hours of office support weekly.


Each fire and rescue agency compensates volunteers and on-call personnel in


a different manner. The following exhibit shows methods of compensation. 
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EXHIBIT 46
METHODS OF COMPENSATION


CASCO NAPLES RAYMOND


Annual Stipends:
Chief - $6,500
Assistant Chief - $4,000
Deputy Chief - $3,750
Captain - $2,000
Lieutenant - $1,500


Annual Stipends:
Chief - $7,500
Deputy Chief - $1,500
Captain - $750
Lieutenant - $500


Chief receives $5.00 per hour and
a $50 vehicle allowance per
month.


Per Diem Firefighter:
SCBA certified - $25 per call
Truck certified - $20 per call
Pump certified - $20 per call
Fire/Police - $20 per call


Per Diem Firefighter:
Days on-call - Personnel are paid
on an hourly basis, based on
certifications; a paramedic
receives $16.50 per hour; an EMT
receives $12.00 per hour; and a
firefighter receives $11.00 per
hour.


Per Diem Firefighter:
Days on-call - Personnel are paid
at the rate of $2.50 per hour and
if a call occurs, the rate increases
to $11.00 to $18.00 per hour.


Training:
$15 per month for members


Off-duty Firefighters:
Off-duty personnel required to
respond to a call are paid $15 per
call.


Live-in students provide 24
hours of coverage per week at no
cost, as part of the live-in
program. Once 24 hours of work
are accomplished, students may
be assigned to work shifts.


Rescue Department:
Days on-call - Personnel are paid
$50 per day to be available
during the day (two persons are
assigned to be on-call). Rescue
officers do not receive stipends.


As the departments are consolidated, it will be necessary to develop a uniform


pay scale. Stipends, hourly rates, and on-call payments should be uniform.


RECOMMENDATION 24: The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should
develop a uniform pay scale.


APPARATUS REPLACEMENT


The consolidation of the fire and rescue department should enable the


department to adjust the fleet of apparatus. An apparatus replacement plan should:


< Consider the specific needs of the CNR Department.


< Consider the cost of replacement of specific apparatus.
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< Ensure that modern technology and appropriate safety features are


provided in replacement units.


< Consider the use and condition of vehicles and apparatus.


There are several classes of vehicles in the fleets of the fire and rescue


departments, including pumpers, aerials, brush trucks, tankers, light rescues, heavy


rescues, and utility vehicles. The principle purpose of the replacement plan is to


replace apparatus systematically. For example, the goal of the pumper replacement


program is to use an apparatus in different ways at various stages in the pumper’s


useful life. Ideally, the useful life of a pumper should not exceed 30 years. The useful


life of a pumper is shown below. 


EXHIBIT 47
REPLACEMENT GOALS FOR PUMPERS


TYPE OF DUTY STAGES OF PUMPER USEFUL LIFE COMMENT


Active service Stage 1 (15 years) At this stage, the apparatus is used as a front-
line response unit.


Active service-
second due response


Stage 2 (15 years) At this stage, the apparatus is placed into
service when the primary vehicle has responded
to an incident. This unit is used by personnel to
assist during multiple calls or major
emergencies.


Non-active reserve service Stage 3 (reserve unit) A reserve vehicle is placed into active service
only if multiple vehicles are out of service due
to mechanical problems and may be placed into
service at major incidents. The reserve vehicle
is not well stocked with equipment and must
receive equipment before being placed into
active duty.


Generally, an aerial apparatus should have a useful life of approximately 25


to 30 years. Ideally, an aerial unit should be considered for replacement after 25


years of service, depending on its condition. A tanker should have a useful life 25


years, and a medium rescue unit should have a useful life of 20 years. 


The useful life of an ambulance is a function of several factors, such as age,


milage, and conditions of use. In Casco, Naples, and Raymond there are


approximately 1,200 EMS calls annually, which is not excessive usage. However, the


units are required to travel relatively long distances and in varying weather
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conditions. It is recommended that ambulances be replaced after 10 to 12 years of


service.


In summary, the CNR Fire and Rescue Department should consider the


following apparatus replacement guidelines:


EXHIBIT 48
APPARATUS REPLACEMENT GUIDELINES


TYPE OF APPARATUS REPLACEMENT CYCLE IN YEARS


Pumper 30


Ambulance 10-12


Aerial 30


Tanker 20


Brush/Forestry 25


Medium Rescue 20


The fire companies have several support vehicles for various functions,


including emergency response. The National Association of Fleet Managers (NAFM)


recommends replacement of cars, vans, and trucks in accordance with the following


general schedule.


EXHIBIT 49
NAFM REPLACEMENT STANDARDS


VEHICLE TYPE NAFM AGE STANDARD NAFM MILEAGE STANDARD


Sedan 5.5 years 88,000 miles


Van 7.5 years 88,000 miles


Pick-up Truck 7.5 years 92,000 miles


The fire companies should develop detailed records on each vehicle to identify


the operational use and cost of operating a unit, including repair costs. This


information will support the implementation of a formal replacement plan. 


RECOMMENDATION 25: The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should
approve the purchase of major apparatus based on a replacement plan.
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RECOMMENDATION 26: The CNR Fire and Rescue Department, working
through the Fire and Rescue Accountability Committee, should
officially adopt a multi-year apparatus and equipment replacement
program.


The apparatus operated by each fire and rescue department are displayed in


Exhibit 50. The exhibit lists each major apparatus and shows the year of acquisition,


current vehicle identification number, type of apparatus, manufacturer, town which


owns the apparatus, and anticipated useful life. Exhibit 51 displays the current fleet,


by type of unit.
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EXHIBIT 50
APPARATUS FLEET BY DEPARTMENT


YEAR ACQUIRED VEHICLE ID TYPE OF VEHICLE MANUFACTURER TOWN USEFUL LIFE EXPECTANCY (YEARS)


CASCO


2001 Unit 1 Ambulance Ford Casco 10-12
2008 Unit 2 Ambulance Ford Casco 10-12
2000 Engine 12 Engine Spartan Casco 25-30
1998 Squad 3 MD Rescue Freightliner Casco 20
1989 Tanker 6 Water Tender Ford Casco 25
1990 Engine 4 Engine International Casco 25-30
2009 Engine 14 Engine Spartan Casco 25-30
1992 Forestry 1 Wildland Unit GMC Casco 25
1984 Reel 1 Utility Chevrolet Casco 15
1979 Tanker 7 Water Tender Ford Casco 25
2006 Utility 10 Engine GMC Casco 25-30


NAPLES


1997 Unit 7 Ambulance Ford Naples 10-12


2008 Unit 8 Ambulance Chevrolet Naples 10-12
1992 Engine 3 Engine International Naples 25-30
2003 Tanker 1 Water Tender Kenworth Naples 25
1995 Engine 4 Engine International Naples 25-30
1992 Forestry 1 Wildland Unit Chevrolet Naples 25
2008 Ladder 9 Aerial Pierce Naples 30
1979 Ladder 1 Aerial American LaFrance Naples 30


RAYMOND


2004 Engine 1 Engine E-One Typhoon Raymond 25-30
1990 Engine 2 Engine GMC Top Kick Raymond 25-30
1997 Tanker 1 Water Tender International Raymond 25
1989 Tanker 2 Water Tender Freightliner FL 120 Raymond 25
2004 Rescue 1 Ambulance Braun Raymond 10-12
2001 Rescue 2 Ambulance Ford F450 Raymond 10-12
1978 Forestry 1 Wildland Unit Ford F600 Raymond 25
2003 Service Truck 2 Utility Ford Pick-up Raymond 15
1986 Utility 5 Utility GMC 3500 Raymond 15
2003 Utility 7 Utility Ford F550 Raymond 15
2000 Unit 10 Utility Ford Expedition Raymond 15
Unknown Marine 1 Boat Ambar Model 28 Raymond 15
Unknown Marine 2 Boat Unknown Raymond 15
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EXHIBIT 51
APPARATUS FLEET BY TYPE OF APPARATUS


YEAR ACQUIRED VEHICLE ID TYPE OF VEHICLE MANUFACTURER TOWN USEFUL LIFE EXPECTANCY (YEARS)


1979 Ladder 1 Aerial American LaFrance Naples 30


2008 Ladder 9 Aerial Pierce Naples 30


1997 Unit 7 Ambulance Ford Naples 10-12
2001 Rescue 2 Ambulance Ford F450 Raymond 10-12
2001 Unit 1 Ambulance Ford Casco 10-12
2004 Rescue 1 Ambulance Braun Raymond 10-12
2008 Unit 2 Ambulance Ford Casco 10-12
2008 Unit 8 Ambulance Chevrolet Naples 10-12


Unknown Marine 1 Boat Ambar Model 28 Raymond 15
Unknown Marine 2 Boat Unknown Raymond 15


Engine 2 Engine GMC Top Kick Raymond 25-30
1990 Engine 4 Engine International Casco 25-30
1992 Engine 3 Engine International Naples 25-30
1995 Engine 4 Engine International Naples 25-30
2000 Engine 12 Engine Spartan Casco 25-30
2004 Engine 1 Engine E-One Typhoon Raymond 25-30
2006 Utility 10 Engine GMC Casco 25-30
2009 Engine 14 Engine Spartan Casco 25-30


1998 Squad 3 MD Rescue Freightliner Casco 20


1984 Reel 1 Utility Chevrolet Casco 15
1986 Utility 5 Utility GMC 3500 Raymond 15
2000 Unit 10 Utility Ford Expedition Raymond 15
2003 Service Truck 2 Utility Ford Pick-up Raymond 15
2003 Utility 7 Utility Ford F550 Raymond 15


1979 Tanker 7 Water Tender Ford Casco 25
1989 Tanker 2 Water Tender Freightliner FL 120 Raymond 25
1989 Tanker 6 Water Tender Ford Casco 25
1997 Tanker 1 Water Tender International Raymond 25
2003 Tanker 1 Water Tender Kenworth Naples 25


1978 Forestry 1 Wildland Unit Ford F600 Raymond 25
1992 Forestry 1 Wildland Unit GMC Casco 25
1992 Forestry 1 Wildland Unit Chevrolet Naples 25


The CNR Fire and Rescue Department should establish a reserve fund to which


an annual contribution is made to provide for a systematic apparatus replacement


program. Exhibit 52 shows an estimated annual expenditure, based on the proposed


replacement plan. (See Exhibit 46.) The exhibit also shows an annual contribution of


$265,000. The exhibit displays the estimated contribution and costs, in today’s


dollars, for the next 11 years. 
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EXHIBIT 52
APPARATUS FLEET REPLACEMENT


ANNUAL EXPENDITURE AND CONTRIBUTION


ANNUAL EXPENDITURE ANNUAL CONTRIBUTION ANNUAL BALANCE


2012 250,000 265,000 15,000


2013 225,000 265,000 55,000


2014 225,000 265,000 95000


2015 225,000 265,000 135,000


2016 400,000 265,000 -


2017 175,000 265,000 90,000


2018 300,000 265,000 55,000


2019 225,000 265,000 95,000


2020 350,000 265,000 10,000


2021 225,000 265,000 50,000


2022 225,000 265,000 90,000


Exhibit 53 presents the apparatus replacement plan. Apparatus is organized


by type. The town to which a unit is assigned is also shown. The proposed new unit


is a medium rescue vehicle. The cost of replacement is shown in today’s dollars.
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EXHIBIT 53
APPARATUS REPLACEMENT PLAN


YEAR VEHICLE ID TOWN USEFUL


LIFE


ANTICIPATED


REPLACEMENT DATE


ESTIMATED


REPLACEMENT COST
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022


Aerial


1979 Ladder 1 N 30 2009 800,000 No Replacement Recommended


2008 Ladder 9 N 30 2038 800,000


Ambulance


1997 Unit 7 N 12 2009 175,000 No Replacement Recommended


2001 Rescue 2 R 12 2013 175,000 175,000


2001 Unit 1 C 12 2013 175,000 175,000


2004 Rescue 1 R 12 2016 175,000 175,000


2008 Unit 2 C 12 2020 175,000 175,000


2008 Unit 8 N 12 2020 175,000 175,000


Boat


Marine 1 R 15


Marine 2 R 15


Engine


1990 Engine 2 R 25 2015 350,000 No Replacement Recommended


1990 Engine 4 C 25 2015 350,000 No Replacement Recommended


1992 Engine 3 N 25 2017 350,000 350,000


1995 Engine 4 N 25 2020 350,000 350,000


2000 Engine 12 C 25 2025 350,000


2004 Engine 1 R 25 2029 350,000


2006 Utility 10 C 25 2031 350,000


2009 Engine 14 C 25 2034 350,000


Medium Duty Rescue


1998 Squad 3 C 20 2018 250,000 250,000


New Proposed R 20 250,000 250,000


Utility Vehicle


1984 Reel 1 C 15 1999 50,000 No Replacement Recommended


1986 Utility 5 R 15 2001 50,000 No Replacement Recommended


2000 Unit 10 R 15 2015 50,000 50,000


2003 Service Truck 2 R 15 2018 50,000 50,000


2003 Utility 7 R 15 2018 50,000 50,000
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Water Tender


1979 Tanker 7 C 25 2004 225,000 No Replacement Recommended


1989 Tanker 2 R 25 2014 225,000 No Replacement Recommended


1989 Tanker 6 C 25 2014 225,000 225,000


1997 Tanker 1 R 25 2022 225,000 225,000


2003 Tanker 1 N 25 2028 225,000


Wildland Vehicle


1978 Forestry 1 R 25 2003 50,000 50,000


1992 Forestry 1 C 25 2017 50,000 50,000


1992 Forestry 1 N 25 2017 50,000 50,000
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IX. ATTITUDE SURVEY OF FIRE AND RESCUE PERSONNEL


The purpose of the survey of members of the Casco, Naples, and Raymond fire


departments and the Casco Rescue Department is to gather opinions from emergency


response personnel. The information provides a measure of emergency medical


services and ideas about improving or enhancing fire and rescue services. In order


to determine what members of each department think about their situation, each fire


department and the rescue department were provided with a survey to distribute to


members. The survey instruments for the Casco, Naples, and Raymond Fire


Departments were the same. The Casco Rescue Department survey instrument, while


similar to the fire and rescue survey, asks several different questions in order to


capture differences between the Casco Rescue Department and other departments.


The results of the survey are summarized in the exhibits below.


SURVEY DESIGN


The survey instruments provided to the fire and rescue departments follow


the same general framework. The survey is composed of several groups of questions.


Sections I to IV asked respondents to evaluate each item using a five-point scale. A


total of 49 responses were received; 11 responses were received from the Casco


Rescue Squad; 13 responses were received from the Casco Fire Department; nine


responses were received from the Naples Fire Department; and 16 responses were


received from the Raymond Fire Department. Two surveys were not usable for


tabulation purposes.


Sections V to XIII of the fire and rescue survey is organized as follows. Section


V asked how many years each person has been a member of a department and


whether they are currently an officer. Section VI asked respondents about their


future plans and Section VII asked if the fire and rescue departments should be


consolidated. Section VIII seeks narrative comments concerning the type of


equipment that could be shared. Section IX asked how to improve recruitment and


retention of personnel. Section X questioned responders about the most serious


issues facing a department. Sections XI and XII asked what respondents like most


and least about their department. Section XIII solicited additional comments. The


Casco Rescue Department survey contains one additional section (Section VII), which


asked respondents if the Casco Fire Department and Rescue Department should be


consolidated into one department. 
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COMPILATION OF SURVEY RESULTS


The following exhibits provide a compilation of the surveys received. Every


effort was made to be accurate in compiling survey results; in some instances,


individual questions were not answered, two answers were given for a question, a


response was not legible, or other factors resulted in not considering a specific


answer. These occurrences were relatively few and did not affect overall results. The


Casco, Naples, and Raymond Fire Department surveys were the same and included


61 items in Sections I to IV of the survey. The Casco Rescue Squad survey instrument


was designed to reflect the fact that not all personnel are cross-trained firefighters.


Sections I to IV of the survey included 46 items. Forty-six items were designed to be


common on both survey instruments, to allow for comparison. Exhibit 47 shows a


compilation of survey questions which are common between the rescue squad survey


and the fire department surveys. The column on the far left indicates the survey item


number. The first item number is from the survey instrument provided to the Casco


Fire Department, the Naples Fire and Rescue Department, and the Raymond Fire and


Rescue Department; the second number is the comparable item responded to by the


Casco Rescue Department.


EXHIBIT 54
COMPILATION OF SURVEY RESULTS


CASCO FIRE DEPARTMENT, CASCO RESCUE DEPARTMENT, NAPLES FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENT, AND 


RAYMOND FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENT


I. Please indicate the response that best describes your opinion on each of the following statements.


Strongly
Agree


Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
Disagree


1/1
I receive adequate direction and
support from superior officers.


10 16 6 11 4


21% 34% 13% 23% 9%


2/2 I receive adequate training.
5 13 10 15 4


11% 28% 21% 32% 9%


3/3
The department tries hard to encourage
long tenure among its personnel.


12 10 15 5 2


26% 21% 32% 11% 4%


4/4
I can usually count on my supervisor to
assist me.


10 13 9 10 3


21% 28% 19% 21% 6%


5/5
I feel like a member of a team, not just
an individual member.


11 16 9 8 2


23% 34% 19% 17% 4%


6/6
Discipline in the fire department is
handled in a fair and consistent
manner.


4 9 10 11 9


9% 19% 21% 23% 19%
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Strongly
Agree


Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
Disagree


7/7
We have a good working relationship
with other town departments.


12 14 13 2 3


26% 30% 28% 4% 6%


8/8
The citizens of the town seem to
appreciate the work of our
department on their behalf.


20 25 1 0 0


43% 53% 2% 0% 0%


9/9
We have a good working relationship
with other fire departments in the area.


7 18 14 3 3


15% 38% 30% 6% 6%


11/11
The fire department (Rescue Squad) is a
very progressive agency.


10 10 13 6 6


21% 21% 28% 13% 13%


12/12
Good performance is recognized and
rewarded in the fire department.


4 13 7 13 5


9% 28% 15% 28% 11%


13/13
The fire department has clear standards
of performance.


6 16 11 11 3


13% 34% 23% 23% 6%


14/14
Safety is emphasized and enforced by
fire officers.


10 18 11 5 2


21% 38% 23% 11% 4%


15/15
I enjoy my membership in the fire
(rescue squad) department.


20 16 7 3 0


43% 34% 15% 6% 0%


The responses to these initial questions provide some insight into how


personnel feel about their departments. 


& Seventy-seven percent of respondents indicated that they enjoy


membership in the their department. 


& Ninety-six percent of respondents believe that citizens appreciate their


work.


& Fifty-five percent of respondents feel they receive adequate direction from


superior officers.


& Thirty-nine percent of respondents feel that they receive adequate


training, but 41 percent feel that they do not receive adequate training.


& Forty-seven percent of respondents believe that their department


encourages long-term tenure, but 15 percent disagree.


& Fifty-nine percent of respondents feel that safety is emphasized and


enforced, 15 percent disagree, and 23 percent are neutral on the matter.
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& Fifty-three percent of respondents feel that they have a good working


relationship with surrounding departments.


II. Please rate your department on each item listed below.


Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor


16/24 Incident command
9 12 14 8 3


19% 26% 30% 17% 6%


18/16 Customer service attitude
8 20 15 1 2


17% 43% 32% 2% 4%


23/17 Ability to get out quickly
8 15 9 7 7


17% 32% 19% 15% 15%


26/23
Dispatch and emergency
communications


8 15 14 6 3


17% 32% 30% 13% 6%


28/22 Natural disaster response
3 11 12 9 1


6% 23% 26% 19% 2%


29/18 Multiple casualty incidents
3 15 10 7 3


6% 32% 21% 15% 6%


These six items ask respondents to evaluate several service delivery matters. 


& Sixty percent of respondents indicated that customer service attitude was


excellent to very good. 


& Forty-nine percent of respondents rated their department as excellent or


very good on the “ability to get out quickly.” Thirty percent said their


department was only fair or poor in its “ability to get out quickly.”


& Forty-nine percent of respondents evaluated emergency communications/


dispatch services as excellent to very good.
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III. Please indicate your opinion about each issue listed below.


Very
Satisfied


Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
Very


Dissatisfied


34/25 Town support
9 25 8 3 1


19% 53% 17% 6% 2%


35/26 Equipment
18 21 4 4 0


38% 45% 9% 9% 0%


36/27 Vehicle types
23 17 3 3 0


49% 36% 6% 6% 0%


37/28 Vehicle maintenance
12 16 7 7 3


26% 34% 15% 15% 6%


38/29 Rules and regulations
7 19 10 8 3


15% 40% 21% 17% 6%


39/30 Discipline
4 14 8 12 6


9% 30% 17% 26% 13%


40/31 Internal communications
4 12 10 10 10


9% 26% 21% 21% 21%


41/32 Provisions for health and safety
11 16 14 3 1


23% 34% 30% 6% 2%


42/33 Staff support services
8 14 9 6 8


17% 30% 19% 13% 17%


43/34 Encouragement to make runs
13 10 11 7 6


28% 21% 23% 15% 13%


45/36 Physical facilities
10 17 8 8 1


21% 36% 17% 17% 2%


46/37 Drills
4 15 7 14 6


9% 32% 15% 30% 13%
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Very
Satisfied


Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
Very


Dissatisfied


48/38 Safety at incidents
11 12 15 5 2


23% 26% 32% 11% 4%


49/39 Promotional procedures
4 11 11 5 12


9% 23% 23% 11% 26%


50/40 Standard Operating Guidelines
10 17 11 6 3


21% 36% 23% 13% 6%


51/41 Supervision and management
7 19 5 10 6


15% 40% 11% 21% 13%


52/43 Training opportunities
7 18 4 12 4


15% 38% 9% 26% 9%


53/43
Encouragement to attend
training


15 11 6 10 5


32% 23% 13% 21% 11%


The 18 items in Section III asked respondents to indicate if they were very


satisfied, satisfied, dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied with a particular element of the


department. The following summarizes some of the responses.


& Town support (72 percent very satisfied or satisfied)


& Equipment (83 percent very satisfied or satisfied)


& Vehicle types (85 percent very satisfied or satisfied) 


& Vehicle maintenance (60 percent very satisfied or satisfied) 


& Rules and regulations (55 percent very satisfied or satisfied) 


& Health and safety (57 percent very satisfied or satisfied) 


& Encouragement to make runs (49 percent very satisfied or satisfied, but


26 percent dissatisfied or very dissatisfied)


& Physical facilities (57 percent very satisfied or satisfied) 


& Safety at incidents (49 percent very satisfied or satisfied) 
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& Training opportunities (53 percent very satisfied or satisfied) 


& Encouragement to attend training (55 percent very satisfied or satisfied,


but 32 percent dissatisfied or very dissatisfied) 


IV. Please indicate the response that best describes your opinion on each of the following
statements, which have all been mentioned to the consultants during interviews.


Strongly
Agree


Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
Disagree


54/45 My department can always respond
with a pumper and four firefighters
within five minutes of the page. (My
department can always respond
within five minutes of the
notification of a call.)


4 11 6 13 13


9% 23% 13% 28% 28%


55/46
My department does not need any
mutual aid for weekday responses.


5 5 5 13 17


11% 11% 11% 28% 36%


56/47 My department does not need any
mutual aid for night and weekend
responses.


6 5 10 16 10


13% 11% 21% 34% 21%


57/48 My department does not need to
have responders stationed at the
fire station on weekdays.


4 1 4 10 28


9% 2% 9% 21% 60%


58/49 My department does not need to
have responders stationed at the
fire station on nights and
weekends.


4 3 6 14 20


9% 6% 13% 30% 43%


59/50 My department does not need to
employ, or continue to employ, a
small number of career, full-time
firefighters.


3 3 1 9 28


6% 6% 2% 19% 60%


60/51
The existing mutual aid system is
satisfactory and necessary.


5 24 8 2 9


11% 51% 17% 4% 19%


61/52
The town can be adequately served
by the existing personnel.


4 9 11 11 11


9% 19% 23% 23% 23%


The eight items above asked respondents to agree or disagree with a series of


statements. These statements are concerned with the response capability of their


department. The response to these items indicate that personnel are aware of


response difficulties. 
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& Twenty-four percent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the


statement, “My department does not need any mutual aid for night or


weekend responses.” However, 55 percent of respondents disagreed or


strongly disagreed with the statement.


& Eleven percent agreed with the statement, “My department does not need


to have responders stationed at the fire station on weekdays.” Eighty-one


percent of respondents disagreed with the statement.


& Seventy-three percent of respondents disagreed with the statement, “My


department does not need to have responders stationed at the fire station


on nights and weekends.” Fifteen percent of respondents agreed with the


statement.


& Seventy-nine percent of respondents disagreed with the statement, “My


department does not need to employ, or continue to employ, a small


number of career, full-time firefighters.” Twelve percent of respondents


agreed with the statement.


& Twenty-six percent of respondents agreed with the statement, “The Town


can be adequately served by the existing personnel.” However, 46 percent


disagreed with the statement, and 23 percent of respondents were neutral


on the statement.


There were 47 surveys which could be analyzed. The survey respondents were


a relatively experienced group of personnel. Exhibit 55 shows the years of experience


of the responding personnel. 


EXHIBIT 55
EXPERIENCE OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS


YEARS OF EXPERIENCE CASCO FIRE


DEPARTMENT


CASCO RESCUE


DEPARTMENT*
NAPLES FIRE


DEPARTMENT


RAYMOND FIRE


DEPARTMENT


TOTAL


Less than 1 0 1 1 2
1 - 3 5 5 4 14
4 - 6 1 0 4 5
7 - 12 1 1 2 5 9
13 - 20 1 3 3 1 8
More than 20 5 3 8


13 10 8 15 46


* One survey did not contain an answer.
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In each of the surveys, the members were asked the question: “Do you think


the Casco, Naples, and Raymond Fire and Rescue Departments should be merged into


one department?” Twenty-four members said “yes;” 20 members said “no;” three


respondents did not answer the question. Fifty-one percent of respondents were


supportive of consolidation; 43 percent of the respondents were against consolidation;


and six percent did not answer the item. 


EXHIBIT 56
“DO YOU THINK THE CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTMENTS


SHOULD BE MERGED INTO ONE DEPARTMENT?


YES NO NA TOTAL


Raymond 8 5 2 15


Naples 4 4 8


Casco Fire 7 5 1 13


Casco Rescue 5 6 11


Total 24 20 3 47
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X. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN


Implementing the consolidated fire and rescue department will require a


detailed planning process. The time line for implementation of a consolidation


process is hard to define. However, the Town of Casco should take two actions to


address their immediate response needs. These actions are consistent with a


consolidated fire and rescue department organization.


The following issues should be addressed by Casco:


& Daytime support - Fill 60 hours of emergency response time from 6:00


a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. 


& Firefighter/EMT - The 60 hours of time should be filled by a


firefighter/EMT.


& On-call system - The current on-call system should be continued and is


needed to support the emergency response system.


& On-call personnel - The on-call personnel should ideally be firefighters/


EMTs.


& Fire and rescue functions - The Fire Department and the Rescue


Department should be consolidated into one organization. With the


pending retirement of the Fire Chief, one person should be appointed as


the Chief of both organizations. The new Chief should understand that the


appointment as Chief is subject to any changes resulting from


consolidation.


Casco may have difficulty ensuring that a sufficient number of on-call


personnel are cross-trained as firefighters/EMTs. Once the departments are


consolidated, appropriately trained personnel should be provided by other districts


in the new system. It is also important to recognize the need for volunteer emergency


medical responders, even if they are not, or cannot be, cross-trained as firefighters.


The consolidated fire and rescue department should be able to benefit from these


personnel who are not cross-trained firefighters. However, whenever possible,


current EMTs should be cross-trained.
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RECOMMENDATION 27: The Town of Casco should strengthen its response
capability.


Collectively, the three towns should undertake the following actions to create


the basic framework for the consolidated fire and rescue department.


& Develop a budget. The budget should include monies for the position of


full-time Fire Chief and additional support personnel in Casco.


& Develop the inter-municipal agreement. The basic inter-municipal


agreement should be developed. 


& Review and agree on a cost distribution approach. The allocation of costs


is often the most critical element of the inter-municipal agreement.


One of the most important decisions that has to be made is the development


of the governance system and the creation of the Fire and Rescue Accountability


Committee. It is recommended that the Committee be composed of the three Town


Managers. While this may not be feasible, the Committee should be relatively small


and meet periodically to review progress, finances, and problems. 


As the consolidated fire and rescue system is established, it may be necessary


to share some of Raymond’s resources with other divisions in the department to


ensure that the consolidated department is operational. 


It will be necessary for both Raymond and Casco to consider the impact of


decommissioning a fire station. The views of local elected officials and citizens may


make the closing of these stations difficult.


Assuming that towns agree to the implementation of the consolidated


department immediately, the process should begin within the next several months.


Below is an outline of a possible timetable for implementing the new fire and rescue


organization.
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EXHIBIT 57
PROPOSED TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONSOLIDATED FIRE DEPARTMENT


TASK TIMETABLE


Initial Decision-Making


Agree to a consolidation
Develop an inter-municipal agreement
Establish the governance structure


Months 1 to 3


Develop a consolidated budget
Include new costs for Fire Chief
Include additional resources for Casco
Include any reductions form the apparatus replacement plan


Months 1 to 3


Establish the cost allocation system
Evaluate alternatives
Apply a cost distribution formula to the proposed budget


Month 3


Develop a plan for implementing consolidation
Include a date to begin the operation of the department
Require development of SOPs and SOGs
Requires discussion of communication protocols 


Month 4 to 7


Develop a plan for selecting a Fire and Rescue Chief
Confer with fire and rescue personnel
Conduct outreach and recruitment


Select the Fire and Rescue Chief Month 10 to 11


Start-up Operational and Administrative Decision-Making


Organize the command and response structure
Define the command structure and reporting relationships
Prepare and distribute a memorandum to all personnel
Train personnel on changes in operational policies
Implement the new chain of command
District Chiefs assume new functions


Months 12 to 14


Implement new administrative systems
Integrate financial management practices
Integrate record-keeping procedures


Months 12 to 15


Integrate training programs Months 14 to 15
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APPENDIX A


DISCUSSION OF STANDARDS AND BENCHMARKS


This Appendix describes the emerging standards and benchmarks used to


design fire or emergency medical service systems, and expands on the concepts


described in the text of this report. Meeting benchmarks and standards is difficult for


many volunteer fire and rescue departments. One approach toward making progress


in achieving standards is to maximize the available resources of Casco, Naples, and


Raymond. The emerging standards, or benchmarks, which affect crew size, firefighter


safety, and fire and EMS response times are listed below.


OSHA requirements for a minimum of four equipped personnel to be present


before entry in a structure fire incident.


OSHA requirements for a rapid intervention team (RIT) to be present for safety


reasons at working structure fires.


OSHA and NFPA requirements for a qualified incident commander and a


qualified safety officer to be present at working incidents.


NFPA 1720 and industry standards to be followed by volunteer (call) fire


departments. These standards are described in Chapter IV of this report.


NFPA 1710 and industry standards to have a minimum of 15 firefighters,


including an incident commander, present for a low-hazard structure fire, with


at least two pumpers and a ladder truck, or similar vehicle.


Emergency medical service response time benchmarks, which are suggested in


NFPA 1710, the American Heart Association Statement on Chain of Survival,
and the Eisenberg Model, which discuss the survivability for a non-breathing


person and the application of CPR, defibrillation, and advanced life support.


DEVELOPING RESPONSE CAPABILITY OBJECTIVES


Response capability objectives should consider both rapid response and, in


the case of fire emergencies, a sufficient number of firefighters to attack the fire.


Response objectives must also accommodate variations in fire danger. It is important
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to consider subsequent responses occurring after the initial response and the


possibility of simultaneous emergency events, such as fire, rescue, hazmat and EMS


incidents, occurring during or after the initial incident. A number of measures and


standards are considered by fire and rescue agencies when developing response


capability objectives.


STANDARDS AND FACTORS USED TO DEVELOP RESPONSE CAPABILITY OBJECTIVES


Containment of a Fire/Flashover NFPA Standard 1710


Geographic Characteristics of the Town NFPA Standard 1720


Sequence of Emergency Response Distribution of Capacity (fire station location)


“Two In, Two Out” OSHA Safety Rule AMA EMS Response Considerations and Standards


ISO Measures/Standards AHA Standards for Cardiac Response


Containment. In structure fire instances, there are several important factors


to consider. First is the behavior of fire within a confined space. The risks associated


with this can vary across a town or region. In closely developed, built-up areas, it is


imperative to consistently contain a fire within the compartment of origin (that area


separated from the remainder of the structure by construction). This means that the


fire department must interrupt the growth of fire before a condition called flashover


occurs. At flashover, there is a rapid transition in fire behavior from localized


burning of fuel, to involvement of all the combustibles in the enclosure. At that time,


the fire typically expands in six different directions: vertically through the ceiling,


horizontally through the four walls, and even through openings in the floor. By then,


all barriers to fire growth beyond the original compartment are under attack by


extremely hot flame, smoke and gasses. These elements expand at approximately 50


times their volume per minute. At flashover, the probability of death or serious


injury to occupants of the structure is significant. Obviously, life safety within the


structure is a basic concern and, when nearby properties are involved, the control of


flashover becomes even more paramount as additional lives and property are


jeopardized.


Comprehensive testing by the United States Institute of Standards and


Technology has generally established that a fire within a typically furnished room


will evolve into flashover within four to ten minutes of the event of open flame. At


that time, temperatures at ceiling level will reach 1,500 degrees. United States fire
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department planning generally assumes approximately an eight-minute period before


flashover.


Under these circumstances, and where lives and properties are in danger, in


order to accomplish timely interruption of fire growth, contain the fire within the


compartment of origin, and locate and remove threatened persons, rapid and


effective response is essential. Fire companies must receive notification of the fire,


don appropriate safety gear, mount the apparatus, travel to the scene of the fire,


accomplish sufficient firefighting tasks to inhibit fire growth, and rescue occupants


within approximately eight minutes of the event of flame. The tasks to be


accomplished at the scene by the initial arriving units include search, rescue,


ventilation, ladder placement, hose line deployment and other actions, all requiring


immediate and simultaneous execution.


Local Characteristics. When designing response time and response capability


objectives, it is important to consider fire risks, how they vary by neighborhood, and


the level of service needed. Risks are greatest in wood-frame and non-resistant


residential dwelling units, which are normally without automatic detection and


reporting systems or suppression systems. In newer construction (particularly


commercial, industrial, and institutional structures), where buildings may be


required to have automatic detection and suppression systems, the fire risk can be


less. The latter usually have suppression systems which reduce the unmeasured time


between the start of a fire and when the fire is detected and reported, and


automatically retard fire development. It is important to recognize the significance


of automatic suppression systems. Data from NFPA show the effectiveness of


sprinklers in residential occupancy structure fires.
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APPENDIX B


ALTERNATIVE CONSOLIDATION RECOMMENDATIONS


There has been opposition to the consolidation of the Casco, Naples, and


Raymond fire and rescue agencies into one department. Part of the opposition is


generated from the Naples Fire and Rescue Department, since the department is a


vibrant organization with an adequate complement of volunteers and a reasonable


response system. However, the current situation will not necessarily continue in the


future. Volunteer fire and rescue departments change as members age and their


family and work situations change. Thus, the strength and effectiveness of a


department will change over time. As we have suggested earlier in this report, a


decline in capability is not easily recognized by the public. 


The most effective approach to protect against decline is to consolidate fire


and rescue agencies and resources in Casco, Naples, and Raymond. If the Town of


Naples determines that it does not wish to consolidate its fire and rescue department


with Casco and Raymond, the Towns of Casco and Raymond should consolidate their


fire and rescue agencies into a new Casco and Raymond Fire and Rescue Department. 


Many of the same organizational recommendations and governance


recommendations are applicable to both the three-town consolidation model and the


two-town consolidation model. However, some variations in organization and


governance are required. 


The Casco Fire Department, the Casco Rescue Department, and the Raymond


Fire and Rescue Department should be consolidated into one fire and rescue


department. The Casco and Raymond Fire and Rescue Department (CRFRD) should


have one fire chief and two district chiefs.


The CRFRD should deploy apparatus, develop new apparatus replacement


plans, and close one or more fire and rescue stations. The Department should also


consider the delivery of emergency medical services from the Brown Street Fire


Station location.
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ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION 1: The Casco Fire Department, the Casco
Rescue Department, and Raymond Fire and Rescue Department should
be consolidated into one fire and rescue department.


ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION 2: The Casco and Raymond Fire and
Rescue Department should consolidate fire stations. 


ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION 3: The Casco and Raymond Fire and
Rescue Department should redeploy apparatus and consider deploying
EMS services from the Brown Street Station. 
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APPENDIX C


CASCO, NAPLES, AND RAYMOND EMS CALLS FOR SERVICE IN 2010


The data shown in Exhibits C-1, C-2, C-3, and C-4 expands on the information


provided in Exhibits 24, 25, and 26 (included in the text of this report). The


information contained in this Appendix was generated from a review of data


provided by Cumberland County. Twelve months of data were examined. 


The review of data required organizing data by month using spreadsheets,


sorting data by type of call, and making hand counts of data to verify information.


The data in this Appendix includes emergency calls and paramedic intercepts, but


does not include calls identified as “EMS coverage.” Exhibits C-1, C-2, and C-3 show


EMS calls for service by time of day for each month in 2010. Exhibit C-4 shows the


average number of EMS calls received per day for each month in 2010. 
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EXHIBIT C-1
TOWN OF CASCO EMERGENCY MEDICAL CALLS FOR SERVICE BY TIME OF DAY - 2010


TIME JAN FEB MARCH APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC TOTAL TOTAL NUMBER OF CALLS PERCENT OF CALLS


00:00-00:59 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 13 1.1 3.3%


01:00-01:59 1 2 2 3 1 1 2 1 2 2 17 1.4 4.3%


02:00-02:59 2 1 4 7 0.6 1.8%


03:00-03:59 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 8 0.7 2.0%


04:00-04:59 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 8 0.7 2.0%


05:00-05:59 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 0.6 1.8%


06:00-06:59 1 1 2 1 2 1 4 12 1.0 3.0%


07:00-07:59 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 3 13 1.1 3.3%


08:00-08:59 6 4 1 3 2 2 4 2 2 5 3 34 2.8 8.6%


09:00-09:59 2 1 3 1 2 1 2 3 3 2 4 2 26 2.2 6.6%


10:00-10:59 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 5 4 22 1.8 5.6%


11:00-11:59 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 4 21 1.8 5.3%


12:00-12:59 4 1 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 18 1.5 4.5%


13:00-13:59 1 2 2 1 3 2 4 3 1 19 1.6 4.8%


14:00-14:59 2 2 2 3 1 1 3 4 1 1 20 1.7 5.1%


15:00-15:59 1 2 1 4 2 1 3 1 1 16 1.3 4.0%


16:00-16:59 2 1 1 2 1 4 1 1 1 14 1.2 3.5%


17:00-17:59 2 1 4 1 1 3 2 3 1 2 2 22 1.8 5.6%


18:00-18:59 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 2 17 1.4 4.3%


19:00-19:59 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 3 16 1.3 4.0%


20:00-20:59 3 2 1 1 6 1 3 3 1 5 2 1 29 2.4 7.3%


21:00-21:59 1 2 1 2 4 2 1 13 1.1 3.3%


22:00-22:59 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 2 13 1.1 3.3%


23:00-23:59 1 1 2 2 3 2 11 0.9 2.8%


Total 24 29 29 19 34 39 30 43 41 32 41 35 396 33.0 100.0%
Average Calls
per Day


0.8 1.0 0.9 0.6 1.1 1.3 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.0 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0


Percent of Calls
by Month


6.1% 7.3% 7.3% 4.8% 8.6% 9.8% 7.6% 10.9% 10.4% 8.1% 10.4% 8.8% 100%
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EXHIBIT C-2
TOWN OF NAPLES EMERGENCY MEDICAL CALLS FOR SERVICE BY TIME OF DAY - 2010


TIME JAN FEB MARCH APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC TOTAL TOTAL NUMBER OF CALLS PERCENT OF CALLS


00:00-00:59 1 4 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 1 17 1.4 3.6%


01:00-01:59 1 1 2 2 1 7 0.6 1.5%


02:00-02:59 2 1 1 1 5 0.4 1.1%


03:00-03:59 2 1 1 1 5 0.4 1.1%


04:00-04:59 2 1 3 3 2 1 12 1.0 2.5%


05:00-05:59 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 11 0.9 2.3%


06:00-06:59 1 2 3 0.3 0.6%


07:00-07:59 1 2 1 2 1 1 8 0.7 1.7%


08:00-08:59 4 2 1 2 5 5 19 1.6 4.0%


09:00-09:59 1 1 5 2 2 1 1 3 3 19 1.6 4.0%


10:00-10:59 1 1 1 3 2 4 4 3 2 2 2 25 2.1 5.3%


11:00-11:59 1 3 1 3 1 3 3 2 1 3 1 22 1.8 4.7%


12:00-12:59 1 2 1 1 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 18 1.5 3.8%


13:00-13:59 1 1 1 1 6 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 26 2.2 5.5%


14:00-14:59 2 2 4 3 6 1 1 2 2 3 2 28 2.3 5.9%


15:00-15:59 2 3 3 5 2 4 5 5 5 2 6 5 47 3.9 10.0%


16:00-16:59 2 7 3 4 5 5 3 4 2 35 2.9 7.4%


17:00-17:59 1 1 1 1 3 6 6 6 3 1 29 2.4 6.1%


18:00-18:59 4 2 1 5 7 3 1 5 2 30 2.5 6.4%


19:00-19:59 2 1 3 3 4 1 2 5 3 3 27 2.3 5.7%


20:00-20:59 2 1 4 2 1 1 1 4 3 2 21 1.8 4.4%


21:00-21:59 1 2 1 2 3 6 6 3 2 1 27 2.3 5.7%


22:00-22:59 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 11 0.9 2.3%


23:00-23:59 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 20 1.7 4.2%


Total 23 33 28 35 41 52 57 61 44 19 48 31 472 39.3 100%
Average Calls
Per Day


0.7 1.2 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.7 1.8 2.0 1.4 0.6 1.6 1.0 1.3 1.3


Percent of
Calls by Month


4.7% 6.7% 5.7% 7.1% 8.4% 10.6% 11.6% 12.4% 9.0% 3.9% 9.8% 6.3% 96%
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EXHIBIT C-3
TOWN OF RAYMOND EMERGENCY MEDICAL CALLS FOR SERVICE BY TIME OF DAY - 2010


TIME JAN FEB MARCH APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC TOTAL TOTAL NUMBER OF CALLS PERCENT OF CALLS


00:00-00:59 6 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 15 1.3 4.5%


01:00-01:59 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 0.7 2.4%


02:00-02:59 1 1 1 2 1 6 0.5 1.8%


03:00-03:59 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 11 0.9 3.3%


04:00-04:59 1 1 2 0.2 0.6%


05:00-05:59 3 1 1 1 1 7 0.6 2.1%


06:00-06:59 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 11 0.9 3.3%


07:00-07:59 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 12 1.0 3.6%


08:00-08:59 1 3 1 1 2 2 2 1 13 1.1 3.9%


09:00-09:59 2 2 2 3 3 4 1 3 1 3 1 1 26 2.2 7.8%


10:00-10:59 2 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 21 1.8 6.3%


11:00-11:59 1 3 3 2 1 3 1 1 15 1.3 4.5%


12:00-12:59 1 1 1 5 2 1 1 2 1 1 16 1.3 4.8%


13:00-13:59 4 1 1 3 3 2 2 3 19 1.6 5.7%


14:00-14:59 5 1 1 4 3 2 1 1 2 1 3 24 2.0 7.2%


15:00-15:59 2 4 1 2 2 2 13 1.1 3.9%


16:00-16:59 4 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 17 1.4 5.1%


17:00-17:59 2 2 3 3 4 3 3 2 22 1.8 6.6%


18:00-18:59 2 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 12 1.0 3.6%


19:00-19:59 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 14 1.2 4.2%


20:00-20:59 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 15 1.3 4.5%


21:00-21:59 2 1 1 1 1 2 8 0.7 2.4%


22:00-22:59 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 12 1.0 3.6%


23:00-23:59 3 3 3 1 2 1 1 14 1.2 4.2%


Total 42 24 26 25 33 27 32 25 25 30 22 22 333 27.8 100%
Average Calls
Per Day


1.4 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8


Percent of Calls
by Month


12.6% 7.2% 7.8% 7.5% 9.9% 8.1% 9.6% 7.5% 7.5% 9.0% 6.6% 6.6% 100%
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EXHIBIT C-4
NUMBER OF EMS CALLS PER DAY - 2010


JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER AVERAGE PER MONTH


Casco 0.8 1.0 0.9 0.6 1.1 1.3 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.0 1.4 1.1 1.1
Naples 0.7 1.2 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.7 1.8 2.0 1.4 0.6 1.6 1.0 1.3
Raymond 1.4 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.9


Total per Month 2.9 3.1 2.7 2.6 3.5 3.9 3.8 4.2 3.6 2.6 3.7 2.8 3.3
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TOWN OF RAYMOND


Tuesday, November 6, 2012 


ELECTION  WARRANT


 
TO: Nathan White, a resident of the Town of Raymond, in the County of Cumberland and State 
of Maine.


GREETINGS: 


In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn the 
inhabitants of the Town of Raymond, qualified by law to vote in Town affairs, to meet at the 
Jordan-Small Middle School gymnasium, in said Town of Raymond on Tuesday, November 6, 
2012 from 7:00 am then and there to act on the following articles:


ARTICLE 1: To elect a moderator to preside at said meeting.


ARTICLE 2:  To elect a representative to the Portland Water District Board of Directors for a 5 
year term.


The polls for voting on Article 2 will open at 7:00 am and close at 8:00 pm.


The Registrar of Voters will hold office hours while the polls are open to correct any error in or 
change a name or address on the voting list, to accept the registration of any person who is not 
registered as a voter.  A person who is not registered as a voter may not vote in any election.


Given under our hands this 11 day of September A.D. 2012.


_______________________________
Samuel Gifford


_______________________________
Joseph Bruno


_______________________________
Charles Leavitt 


_______________________________
Michael Reynolds


_______________________________
Lawrence Taylor








BOARD OF SELECTMEN
  AGENDA SUMMARY


September 11, 2012
7:00 p.m. 


 Broadcast Studio


SELECTMEN'S MEETING


1)  Call to order.


2)  Minutes of previous meeting dated:
• August 14, 2012


3) Policy Review


a) Peddler's Ordinance- Chris Hanson, CEO


Currently, two Peddler's Licenses are allowed each calendar year and are issued on or after May 1st. At the 
time that the license was issued for the management of Raymond Beach, it was intended that this license 
would not count as one of the two licenses. However, the Code Enforcement officer is still bound by the 
Peddler's Ordinance (attached to ePacket) and can only issue one other license per year, in addition to the 
beach license. Staff is requesting that the Board review the number of allowed Peddler's Licenses, clarify the 
issue,  and amend the ordinance, via Town Meeting vote, if desired or, in the alternative, leave it at two 
licenses, with Raymond Beach and one other. The Board of Selectmen have directed staff to review other 
towns' Peddlers Ordinances and pay attention to the number issued, fees collected and duration of permits. 
Attached to the ePacket are ordinances from Yarmouth, Freeport, and Boothbay as well as a comparative 
chart. 


4)  New Business.


a) Consideration of Accepting Frye Road as a Public Road- Nathan White, Public Works 
Director


During the May 9, 2012 Planning Board meeting, the status of Frye Road as a town road was reviewed and 
it was determined that the Town of Raymond had never officially taken possession of the road from 
Cumberland County when it was discontinued by the county. Based on town records, and the duration of 
time that the road has been maintained by the town, the Town has acquired public easement status over the 
maintained portion of Frye Road. The Planning Board voted to request that the Selectmen officially adopt 
Frye Road as a Town Road. Attached to the ePacket is a memo from the Public Works Director Nathan 
White explaining the issue and which Associate Town Attorney Phil Saucier is recommending that the 
Selectmen accept into the public record in order to clarify the status of this road. 


b) Discussion of and Setting of the 2012-13 Property Tax Commitment/Rate- Contract 
Assessor Curt Lebel


Contract Tax Assessor Curt Lebel will present calculations and material (attached to the ePacket) related to 
setting the 2012-13 property tax mil rate by the Selectmen. 


c) Consideration of Warrant for November 6, 2012 Election- Louise Lester, Town Clerk


The Selectmen may take items out of order at their discretion.


Board of Selectmen Agenda: September 11, 2012
Deadline for October 16, 2012 Agenda: October 5, 2012
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Town Clerk Louise Lester will be presenting the 2012 Presidential election and Portland Water District 
Representative warrants for November 6, 2012 for Selectmen approval (attached to the ePacket).


d) Consideration of Election Warden/Moderator- Louise Lester, Town Clerk


Town Clerk, Louise Lester, is recommending the appointment of Laurie Forbes to serve as the November 6 th 


Town of Raymond Election Warden. 


e) Executive Session pursuant to 1 MRSA § 405(6)(E): Meeting with CEO Regarding 
    Pending Land Use Legal Matters


f) Consideration of Regional Study to Merge the Fire/Rescue Departments of Casco, 
Naples and Raymond- Selectman Mike Reynolds


The final Tri-Town Regional Public Safety report has been released and shows how a merged fire rescue 
department may benefit the towns of Casco, Naples and Raymond from both an operational and functional 
standpoint. The Raymond Fire/Rescue department and Town staff are in favor of working towards a 
merger after reviewing it and feel that the report offers a good road map to use to initiate the process. 
Selectman Mike Reynolds is requesting that the Selectmen vote to support this idea to show Raymond 
elected officials' support for the effort in order to encourage progress toward a future merger. 


g) Thank you for Firehouse Subs Donation- Selectman Mike Reynolds


The Raymond Fire Department received a donation from a Firehouse Subs Safety Foundation Grant that 
enabled the acquisition of the life safety mannequin in honor of retired Chief Denis Morse's service to the 
Town of Raymond. A letter of thanks was sent by the Fire Department and also from the Town (attached to 
the ePacket). Selectman Mike Reynolds has requested to make a public Selectmen announcement of thanks 
as well.  


h) Consideration of Quit Claim Deed as Submitted by Sue Carr, Deputy Tax Collector- 
Board of Selectmen


Deputy Tax Collector Sue Carr has prepared quit claim deeds without covenant for:
• Inhabitant Timothy I. Morgan, Sr. to discharge lien filed for Map 017, Lot 026 located at 13 Outlaw 


Ridge Road
• Inhabitant Walter R. Andrews to discharge lien filed for Map 060, Lot 008 located at 119 Deep Cove 


Road
• Inhabitant Adma J. Willis to discharge lien filed for Map 002, Lot 024 located at 0 Quarry Cove 


Road
All back taxes, interest and lien costs have now been paid in full for all parcels.


i) Consideration of Request from Planning Board to Form a New Comprehensive Plan 
Committee 


Raymond's most recent Comprehensive Plan, which was approved in 2004, is reaching the 10 year 
threshold to be evaluated and revised to establish new goals and the future vision of the community. The 
Planning Board have requested that the Selectmen consider advertising for committee members so that 
work can begin by 2013 and a final plan to be prepared in time for the 2014 Annual Town Meeting. 


The Selectmen may take items out of order at their discretion.


Board of Selectmen Agenda: September 11, 2012
Deadline for October 16, 2012 Agenda: October 5, 2012
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Historically, this committee has been comprised of 9 members, not including Planning and Consulting 
staff. Stephanie Carver of GPCOG will be acting as consultant for this project and is currently evaluating the 
standards for selecting committee members from neighboring communities to help guide the process (see 
ePacket). 
5) Old Business


a) Consideration of Changing Town Office Hours- Board of Selectmen 


A survey was done of surrounding towns in August, 2011 regarding the hours of operation for municipal  
offices at the request of the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen. As a result, Raymond Town Office hours 
were subsequently changed to extend hours on Tuesday from 12:00 pm-7:00 pm to 8:30 am-7:00pm and to 
close on Saturdays during the fall, winter and spring. The Selectmen agreed to revisit this issue in the 
spring (2012) to determine if they would resume Saturday office hours for the summer months, which was 
approved. It was also determined to make another decision in the fall and, if approved, possibly send out 
notification of permanent Saturday closure in the tax bills. Attached to the ePacket is revised survey of 
regional town office hours.


b) Consideration of Town Report Memorial and Town Report Dedication Page- Louise 
Lester, Town Clerk


Per the Town Report Memorial Policy (attached to the ePacket), Town Clerk Louise Lester has prepared a 
list of citizens who have passed away in the last fiscal year for the Selectmen to consider regarding a 
possible memorial page in the 2011-12 Town Report. She has also gathered information about individuals in 
the community, who have made significant contributions to the town for possible Town Report dedication. 
Ms. Lester will be making a recommendation regarding the dedication of the Town Report. 


5)  Public Comment This agenda item is for the public to bring attention to any issues and concerns for 
future Board of Selectmen meetings.


6)  Town Manager Report and Communications.


a) Town Manager at ICMA Conference October 6-11


b) Confirm date for next regular meeting: 
• October 16, 2012


c) Contract Assessor Update
 
7)   Fiscal Warrants – September 11, 2012


• Payroll Expense Warrant
• Treasures Warrant
• Cumberland County Tax Assessor's Return


8)  Adjournment.


The Selectmen may take items out of order at their discretion.


Board of Selectmen Agenda: September 11, 2012
Deadline for October 16, 2012 Agenda: October 5, 2012
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PO Comparison
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Town # of Permits Issuer Duration Cost
Raymond 2 Town Clerk


TBD Town Clerk 180 days $30.00


TBD Municipal Officers Year from issuance or 10 days $500/yr or $100/10 days


After May 1st then 1 year from issuance
Res $250.00/ NR 
$500.00


Yarmouth


Freeport
4 Commercial/ 2 
NonCommercial


Certified by Town Clerk then approved 
by Municipal Officers


Valid from issuance to Dec. 31st of that 
year, except seasonal permits from 
Memorial to Labor Day, which are 
issued in based on the number of 
available spaces. 


Application: Res $55.00/ 
NR $110.00


License: Res $500.00/ 
NR $750.00


Boothbay
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Notes


Applications are due on an 
alternating schedule 
between res/NR requests in 
January. 
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN
  AGENDA 


September 11, 2012
7:00 p.m. 


 Broadcast Studio


SELECTMEN'S MEETING


1)  Call to order.


2)  Minutes of previous meeting dated:
• August 14, 2012


3) Policy Review


a) Peddler's Ordinance- Chris Hanson, CEO


4)  New Business.


a) Consideration of Accepting Frye Road as a Public Road- Nathan White, Public Works 
Director


b) Discussion of and Setting of the 2012-13 Property Tax Commitment/Rate- Contract 
Assessor Curt Lebel


c) Consideration of Warrant for November 6, 2012 Election- Louise Lester, Town Clerk


d) Consideration of Election Warden and Moderator- Louise Lester, Town Clerk


e) Executive Session pursuant to 1 MRSA § 405(6)(E): Meeting with CEO Regarding 
    Pending Land Use Legal Matters


f) Consideration of Regional Study to Merge the Fire/Rescue Departments of Casco, 
Naples and Raymond- Selectman Mike Reynolds


g) Thank you for Fire House Subs Donation- Selectman Mike Reynolds


h) Consideration of Quit Claim Deeds as Submitted by Sue Carr, Deputy Tax Collector- 
Board of Selectmen


i) Consideration of Request from Planning Board to Form a New Comprehensive Plan 
Committee 


5) Old Business


a) Consideration of Changing Town Office Hours- Board of Selectmen 


b) Consideration of Town Report Memorial and Town Report Dedication Page- Louise 
Lester, Town Clerk


The Selectmen may take items out of order at their discretion.


Board of Selectmen Agenda: September 11, 2012
Deadline for October 16, 2012 Agenda: October 5, 2012
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5)  Public Comment This agenda item is for the public to bring attention to any issues and concerns for 
future Board of Selectmen meetings.


6)  Town Manager Report and Communications.


a) Town Manager at ICMA Conference October 6-11


b) Confirm date for next regular meeting: 
• October 16, 2012


c) Contract Assessor Update
 
7)   Fiscal Warrants – September 11, 2012


• Payroll Expense Warrant
• Treasures Warrant
• Cumberland County Tax Assessor's Return


8)  Adjournment.


The Selectmen may take items out of order at their discretion.


Board of Selectmen Agenda: September 11, 2012
Deadline for October 16, 2012 Agenda: October 5, 2012
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Chapter 130. PEDDLING AND SOLICITING 
[HISTORY: Adopted by the Town of Boothbay Harbor 2-10-1958 by STM Art. 2 as part of Art. 5 
of the 1958 Ordinances. Amendments noted where applicable.]


§     130-1. License required; issuance; fee.   


A. No person shall hawk or peddle goods, wares or merchandise at retail within the Town without a 
license therefor. The words "hawkers and peddlers" shall be construed to mean and include all persons, 
both principals and agents, who engage in a temporary or transient business in this town, either in one 
locality or in traveling from place to place selling goods, wares and merchandise, and who, for the 
purposes of carrying on such business, hire, lease or occupy any property, building or structure for the 
exhibition and sale of goods, wares and merchandise or who sell goods, wares and merchandise at retail 
from a car, wagon or other conveyance, steamer or vessel. 


B. The municipal officers of the Town may, after careful investigation as to the good moral character of 
any person and a written application therefor, grant a license to hawkers and peddlers upon payment to 
the Town Treasurer of an annual license fee of an annual license fee of $500. They may issue a license 
for 10 days for $100.


[Amended 5-1-1995 by ATM Art. 63; 5-6-2002 by ATM Art. 20]


C. This section shall not apply to persons selling, by samples, lists or catalogues, goods, wares or 
merchandise for future delivery, nor to persons selling farm, dairy or orchard products of their own 
production, nor to persons selling fish, wood, newspapers or religious literature. During public events, 
the following organizations shall be exempt from the requirements of this chapter: public or private 
schools, public service organizations, church and fraternal organizations, municipal departments and 
other nonprofit organizations.


[Amended 5-2-2009 by ATM Art. 80]


§     130-2. Violations and penalties.   


[Added 5-1-1995 by ATM Art. 63]


Any person, firm or corporation who or which shall violate any of the provisions of this chapter shall 
be subject to a penalty as set forth in Chapter 1, Article II, General Penalty. 
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CHAPTER 43   PUBLIC PEDDLERS’ ORDINANCE 
 


 


ARTICLE I, TITLE, PURPOSE AND DEFINITIONS 


 


 
 


Section 43-101  Title 


 


This Ordinance shall be known and may be cited as the Public Peddler’s Ordinance of the Town 
of Freeport 
 


Section 43-102  Purpose 
 
The purpose of this Ordinance is to define, regulate and license peddlers. 
 


Section 43-103  Definitions 


 


1.  The word “person” as used herein shall include the singular and the plural, and shall also 
mean and include any person, firm or corporation, association, club, partnership or society, 
excepting bonafide charitable, service, religious, municipal organizations or agencies, or 
organizations sponsored by the 4th of July committee or its successor. 


 
2.  The word “peddler” as used herein shall include any person selling or offering for sale 


tangible commodities from any public street or other public place within the Town of 
Freeport, and where delivery is made at the time of sale.  The word “peddler” shall include 
the words “hawker” and “huckster”. 
 


3.  The word “town” shall mean the Town of Freeport, Maine. 
 
4.  The word “resident” shall mean a person whose domicile is in 


Freeport. 
 


5.  The words “Licensing Board” shall mean the Town Council or its 
designee. 
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ARTICLE II  GENERAL PROVISIONS 


 


 


 


Section 43-201  License Required 


 


It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in the business of peddler as defined in Article I of 
this Ordinance within the corporate limits of the Town of Freeport without first obtaining a 
license therefore as provided herein.  Peddlers’ licenses shall be issued for the sale of food items 
only and those food items shall be primarily intended to be consumed at the time of purchase.  
Any distribution of free product samples shall be limited to samples of food for sale at that cart.  
Peddlers’ licenses shall be limited to one per person. 
 
 


Section 43-202  Application Requirements and Licensing Procedures 


 


1.  Applications for peddler licenses shall be accepted only on municipal business days, within 
each category, according to the following schedule. 


 
Renewal applications by residents - January 2 through 7. 
Renewal applications by non-residents - January 8 through 15. 
New applications by residents - January 16 through 23. 
New applications by non-residents - January 24 through 31. 


 
2.  Applications for licenses under this Ordinance must be made by the owner or lessor of the 


cart.  The applicant shall file with the Town Clerk a sworn application in writing on a form 
to be furnished by the Town Clerk, which shall require the following information: 


 
a.  Name and description of the applicant including company, 


corporation, DBA, etc.; 
 
b.  Address - local and legal address for receipt of notices.   


In the event of change of either address, the applicant is obligated to notify the 
Town Clerk so that the application may be revised; 
 


c.  A brief description of the types of food and/or beverages 
to be sold; 
 


d.  If a vehicle is to be used to transport the cart, a description of the same, together with 
license number or other means of identification; 
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e.  A photograph of the applicant, taken within 60 days immediately prior to the date of 
the filing of the application, which picture shall by 2”x2” showing the head and 
shoulders of the applicant in a clear and distinguishing manner; 


 
f.  The names of at least two (2) reliable property owners of the Town who will certify as 


to the applicant’s good character and business responsibility, or, in lieu of the 
names of references, any other available evidence as to the good character and 
business responsibility of the applicant as will enable an investigator to property 
evaluate such character and business responsibility; 


 
g.  A statement as to whether or not the applicant has been convicted of any crime, 


misdemeanor, or violation of any municipal ordinance, the nature of the offense 
and the punishment or penalty assessed therefore; 


 
h.  A sketch, drawn to scale, and, if available, a photograph of the cart to be used in the 


operation of the business labeling all aspects including, but not limited to, 
materials, measurements, appurtenances, signs, awnings, umbrellas, fuel, 
refrigeration, off-cart items, water supply and colors to indicate compliance with 
the performance standards listed in Section 43-204 below.  Specific measurements, 
designs and locations of the cart and all appurtenances, including all off-cart items, 
shall be submitted. 


    
   Following the assignment of the location, a sketch, drawn to scale, showing the 


proposed operations location and its measurements, the location of the cart and all 
appurtenances, all off-cart items, and the relationship of all of the above features to 
all site features of the immediate area including, but not limited to, sidewalks, 
driveways, buildings, landscaping, paths, signs and utilities, to show compliance 
with the requirements of this Ordinance shall be submitted to the Town Clerk. 


 
3.  A non-refundable application fee of Fifty-five Dollars ($55.00) for  


residents and One Hundred and Ten Dollars ($110.00) for non-residents shall accompany 
each application.  A non-refundable license fee of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) for 
residents and Seven Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($750.00) for non-residents shall be paid 
at the time the license is issued; 
 


4.      a.        Upon receipt of such application, the original shall be  
referred to the Chief of Police, who shall cause such  
investigation of the applicant’s business and moral character to be made as he 
deems necessary for the protection of the public good. 
 


b.       If, as a result of such investigation, the applicant’s character or business 
responsibility is found to be unsatisfactory, the Chief of Police shall endorse on 
such application his recommendation for non-issuance and his reasons for same 
and return said application to the Town Clerk, who shall notify the applicant that 
his application is disapproved. 
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c.        If, as a result of such investigation, the character and business responsibility of the 


applicant are found to be satisfactory, the Chief of Police shall endorse on the 
application his recommendation for approval and return said application to the 
Town Clerk, who shall forward the application to the Municipal Officers for final 
action. 


 
5.      a.        At its first meeting after January 7, the Municipal Officers shall grant renewal 


licenses to qualified residents who have satisfied all provisions of this Ordinance. 
 


b.      At its first meeting after January 15, the Municipal Officers shall grant renewal 
licenses to qualified non-residents who have satisfied all provisions of this 
Ordinance. 


 
c.      At its first meeting after January 23, the Municipal Officers shall by lottery grant 


new licenses to qualified residents who have satisfied all provisions of this 
Ordinance. 


 
d.     At its first meeting after January 31, the Municipal Officers shall by lottery grant 


new licenses to qualified non-residents who have satisfied all provisions of this 
Ordinance. 


 
e.      After the commercial licenses have been granted, the Town Clerk may issue them 


but not until the licensee has submitted to the Town Clerk: 
 
 1.  A copy of the required certificate of insurance  


required by Section 43-203(5); 
 


2. The location of the parking space required by Section 43-203(4) and a copy 
of the lease agreement or other instrument under which the parking space 
will be available to the applicant. 


 
3. A valid victualers license.  The peddler cart may operate only while such 


license is in effect. 
 


4. A valid license issued by the State of Maine Department of Human Services 
for food service.  The peddler cart may operate only while such license is in 
effect. 
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f.        After the Municipal Officers has granted all four licenses, the Officers or its 
designee shall conduct a lottery to assign peddler locations.  At least 14 days 
before the lottery, the Municipal Officers or its designee shall mail written 
notice of the time and place of the lottery to each licensed peddler and shall post 
and publish public notice.  Those licensed peddlers who are present at the lottery 
in person or by agent acting under written authority may select their own 
locations in the order in which their names are drawn.  Licensed peddlers who 
are not so present will be assigned locations at random by the Municipal 
Officers or its designee.  Issued licenses shall contain the signature and seal of 
the issuing officer and shall show the name, address and photograph of said 
licensee, the kind of goods to be sold thereunder, the date of issuance, and the 
length of time the same shall be operative, as well as the license number and 
other identifying description of any vehicle used in such peddling.  The Town 
Clerk shall keep a permanent record of all licenses issued. 


 
g.       Any person who has held a peddler’s license under this Ordinance for four 


consecutive renewal terms shall not be issued a fifth renewal license but may 
apply as a new applicant.  Renewals prior to January 1995 shall not be 
considered when calculating renewal terms. 


 
 


Section 43-203  General Provisions 


 


1.  The number of peddler licenses issued annually shall not exceed four (4) commercial licenses 
and the two (2) non-commercial license provided in Section 43-203 (2 & 3).  The Traffic 
and Parking Committee will designate commercial peddler locations for each calendar year 
no later than November 30 of the preceding year.  Safety concerns shall be a major criteria 
when designating locations.  The Traffic and Parking Committee shall have the authority to 
relocate existing commercial peddler locations if the Police Chief determines that they are 
safety hazards.   


 
2.  The Public Safety Building site located at 4 Main Street (Map 9 Lot 16) shall be reserved for 


use by the Freeport Fire and Rescue Companies.  The Licensee must follow all provisions of 
the Ordinance except no fees or proof of insurance shall be required.  No cart or related 
items may be placed in parking spaces or the park area on the corner of Main and West 
Streets. 


 
3.   The public lot (Map 11, Lot 27A) shall have one area reserved for use by the PORT Teen 


Center and  FHS All Sports Boosters. 
 
4.  Parking:  Each licensee must provide one parking space per care in compliance with the 


requirements of Section 5.14 A.5 of the Freeport Zoning Ordinance for retail trade 
operations.  The licensee must have control and possession of the parking space for each 
month of operation of the cart by written lease agreement or other legal instrument.  In lieu 
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of providing one additional parking space, a peddler may pay a per-month fee to the Town 
based on the highest rental of the Town owned Oak Street parking lot. 


 
5.  Peddlers shall maintain in full force and effect at all times a policy of comprehensive public 


liability insurance with limits of not less than $300,000, naming the Town of Freeport as 
additional insured.  A certificate of insurance must be provided before a peddler’s license is 
issued. 


 
6.   All Freeport municipal, school and public service groups using the locations described in 


Sections 2&3 above shall provide the Town Clerk’s Office with a complete financial report 
of activities conducted at these locations by December 31 of each year.  Failure to comply 
with this provision may result in forfeiture of the right to use wither location during the 
following calendar year. 


 
7.    Licenses for locations described in Sections 2&3 above for Memorial Day through Labor 


Day shall be granted by the Licensing Board at its first meeting in May of each year.  
Application for licenses must be submitted to the Town Clerk’s Office no later than April 
15.  Should more than one application be received for one or both of the locations, the 
Licensing Board shall grant licenses based on the drawing of lots. 


 
8. A license issued by the State of Maine Department of Human Services for food service and a 


victualers license issued by the Freeport Town Council must be obtained before peddler cart 
operation commences and the peddler cart may operate only while such licenses are in 
effect. 


 


Section 43-204  Performance Standards 
 
1.  Location.  The cart shall not be operated in a way that would 


restrict or interfere with ingress to or egress from any building, abutting parcel or public 
place or obstruct adequate access by fire, police or sanitation vehicles.  The cart shall not 
interfere with pedestrian flow on the sidewalk. 


 
2.  All utility connections shall be secured and safe. 
 
3.  The operations area shall be kept clean and free of litter.  At least one trash receptacle shall 


be provided.  Public trash receptacles on the street shall not be used by the operation.  All 
trash shall be disposed of in conformance with Town regulations. 


 
4.  Cart design shall conform to the following requirements except that permitted non-


conforming carts existing before January 1, l995 shall be permitted to operate for a period 
of three years from January 1, 1995 to December 31, 1997.  After December 31, 1997, all 
carts shall conform to these requirements. 


 
a.  Materials:  Carts may be commercial construction or  


individually constructed.  All carts shall be made of solid, durable materials. 
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b.  Color:  Neon and fluorescent colors are prohibited. Permitted colors shall be shades 


of the following: red, white, gray, black, yellow, maroon, green, blue, brown, beige 
and stainless steel. 


 
c.  Shape:  “Theme” cards, such as one in the shape of hot dogs are prohibited. 
 
d.  Size:  Maximum dimensions of a peddler’s care or unit shall be no greater than 38 


inches in width and 8 feet in length and must be removed from sidewalks at the 
end of each day.  Maximum height of the cart shall be six (6) feet from the top of 
the cart body, excluding umbrella or awning, to the bottom of the cart where it (or 
the wheels) touches the ground.  Maximum height from the bottom of the cart (or 
the wheels) to the uppermost top of any umbrella or awning attached to the cart 
shall be eight (8) feet.  The bottom of the canopy of the umbrella or awning shall 
be at least 80” off the ground. 


 
 


5.  Awnings and umbrellas shall be constructed of a non-rigid  
fabric such as, but not limited to, canvas, ripstop nylon or soft plastic. 
 


6.  The hitch shall be visually identified for safety purposes with a wrapper, bicycle type flag 
or other similar unobtrusive identifying device which does not obstruct the clear area and 
which meets the requirements of the Federal Americans with Disabilities Act. 


 
7.  Cart shall not be motorized. 
 
8.  Peddler carts are allowed the following signs subject to the following requirements. 
 


a.  No more than two (2) signs, excluding lettering on an  
umbrella or awning, are permitted on each cart.  Lettering on an umbrella or 
awning is permitted in addition to the two signs.  In addition, one menu board is 
permitted and shall be no larger than six (6) square feet.  A menu board is not 
considered a sign. 
 


b.  Each sign shall be secured to the cart at a maximum height no higher than the 
bottom edge of the umbrella or awning material. 


 
c.  The maximum size of each sign shall be four (4) square feet. 
 
d.  Each sign face shall be counted as one sign. 
 
e.  Free standing signs are prohibited. 
 
f.  Sign design shall meet the following requirements: 
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    1.  One or both signs may be preprinted, movable letter 
        signs or chalk boards; 
    2.  Any other type of sign shall be included as part of 
        the approval process. 
 


9.  Cart lighting shall conform to the following requirements: 
 
a. Lighting shall not increase the light level at the perimeter of the operations area by 


more than 5 foot candles above the ambient light level.  However, total 
maximum lighting at the perimeter of the operations area shall not exceed fifteen 
(15) foot candles. 


 
b. Light sources shall be aimed or shielded so that the light projects downward and in 


no case shall the angle be less than 20 degrees below horizontal. 
 


10.  Generators are prohibited. 
 
11.  Cart operators shall dress in a neat and clean manner. 
 
12.  Off-cart items, except for ones located on the cart, are limited to the following items:  


one trash receptacle, one recycling receptacle, two coolers and one chair. These items 
shall be located immediately adjacent to or under the cart. 


 
13.  No animals shall be attached to the cart except for guide animals. 
 
14.  Amplified sound shall not exceed 75 decibels during the day and 55 decibels at night. 
 
15.  All applicable local, state and federal requirements shall be met. 
 
16.  A flame resistive shield surrounding the cooking elements shall be installed to protect the 


customer from open flame and hot surfaces.  The cooking elements shall be 
approved listed (i.e., U.L. Factory Mutual, etc.) permanently attached to the cart and 
not in or on separate facilities.  An ABC extinguisher shall be mounted to the cart.  
The peddler cart shall meet all local, state and national fire codes.  Before a permit is 
issued, the peddler cart containing cooking elements shall be inspected by the Fire 
Department.  An inspection fee in the amount set by the Town Council shall be paid 
to the Fire Department by the owner of the cart prior to its use. 


 
17.  Each cart shall display its valid State and local food service and victualers licenses in a 


visible location. 
 
 


Section 43-205  Transfer 
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No license issued under the provisions of this Ordinance shall be used at any time by any 
person other than the one to whom it was issued. 
 
 


Section 43-206  Exhibition of License 


 


Peddlers are required to exhibit their licenses at the request of any citizen. 
 
 


Section 43-207  Revocation of License 


 


1.  Licenses issued under the provisions of this Ordinance may be  
revoked by the Licensing Board after notice and hearing for any of the following 
causes: 
 
a.  Fraud, misrepresentation or false statement contained in 


the application for license; 
 


b.  Fraud, misrepresentation, or false statement made in the course of carrying on his 
business as a peddler; 


 
c. Any violation of this Ordinance; 
 
d. Conviction of any crime or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude; 
 
e. Conducting the business of peddling in any unlawful manner or in such a 


manner as to constitute a menace to the health, safety, or general welfare of the 
public. 


 
2.  Notice of the hearing for revocation of a license shall be given in writing, setting forth 


specifically the grounds of compliant and the time and place of hearing.  Such notice 
shall be mailed, postage prepaid, to the licensee at the licensee’s legal address at least 
five (5) days prior to the date set for hearing. 
 
 


Section 43-208  Expiration of License 


 


All licenses issued under the provisions of this Ordinance shall expire at ll:59 p.m. on 
December 31 of the year of issuance. 
 


 


Section 43-301  Appeal 
 
Any person aggrieved by the action of the Chief of Police or the Town Clerk in the 
disapproval of an application as provided in Article II of this Ordinance shall have the right 
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of appeal to the Town Council.  Such appeal shall be taken by filing with the Town Council 
within fourteen (14) days after notice of the action complained of has been mailed to such 
person’s legal address, a written statement setting forth fully the grounds for the appeal.  
The Town Council shall set a time and place for a hearing on such appeal, and notice of 
such hearing shall be given to the appellant in the same manner as provided in Article II of 
this Ordinance for notice of hearing on revocation.  The decision and order of the Town 
Council on such appeal shall be final and conclusive.  Any person aggrieved by the action 
of the Licensing Board shall have the right to appeal to Superior Court. 
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ARTICLE IV  ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTY 
 


 


 


Section 43-401 


 


1.  This Ordinance shall be enforced by the Town’s Codes 
Enforcement Officer. 
 


2.  Any person aggrieved by a decision of the Codes Enforcement Officer shall have the 
right to appeal that decision to the Board of Appeals.  An appeal must be filed in 
writing with the CEO within ten (10) days after the “date of issuance” inscribed by 
the Codes Enforcement Officer on a written notice of decision sent to the alleged 
violator. 


 
3.  Any person violating this ordinance shall commit a civil violation, punished by: 
 


a.  For the first offense, a civil penalty of $100 per 
day per occurrence; 


b.  For the second violation, revocation of the license by the Licensing Board. 
   

















 


 


INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 


TO: TOWN OF RAYMOND BOARD OF ASSESSORS  


FROM: CURT LEBEL, ASSESSORS AGENT  


SUBJECT: TAX RATE AND COMMITMENT OF FY2013 PROPERTY TAXES 


DATE: 9/4/2012 


CC: DON WILLARD 


Dear Board Members, 
 
The assessing office has completed its annual preparation for tax commitment.  Property tax appropriations 


approved by voters or their representatives have increased for this fiscal year which will necessitate an 


increase in the tax rate over last years 10.40 rate.  Taxable Valuation has increased 5.3 million over last year 


to $998,406,400.00 


 


In accordance with Title 36 § 710:  “The assessors may assess on the estates such sum above the sum 


necessary for them to assess, not exceeding 5% thereof as a fractional division renders convenient, and 


certify that fact to their municipal treasurer”.  This amount of overage beyond the appropriated sums is 


known as overlay.  Its primary function, as mentioned above is to allow the assessors to select a tax rate 


which does not create fractional amounts of tax and produces a valuation book which matches the 


corresponding warrants.   


 


Below, I have selected three potential tax rates which satisfy the requirements above.  I would highly 


recommend that the Board select one of these rates for the commitment of taxes.     







TAX RATE 11.10$                            11.20$                            11.30$                           


TAXABLE VALUATION 998,406,400.00$          998,406,400.00$          998,406,400.00$          


 


COUNTY  589,109.00$                  589,109.00$                  589,109.00$                  


SCHOOL  8,151,520.45$              8,151,520.45$              8,151,520.45$              


TIF AMOUNT 199,555.74$                  201,353.54$                  203,151.34$                  


MUNICIPAL 2,115,045.22$              2,114,414.24$              2,113,783.26$              


OVERLAY 27,080.63$                    125,754.45$                  224,428.27$                  


TOTAL PROPERTY TAX 11,082,311.04$            11,182,151.68$            11,281,992.32$            


11.10$                            11.20$                            11.30$                           


HOMESTEAD REIMB (58,774.50)$                   (59,304.00)$                   (59,833.50)$                   


BETE REIMB (11,264.28)$                   (11,365.76)$                   (11,467.24)$                   


STATE REV SHARING (205,000.00)$                (205,000.00)$                (205,000.00)$                


OTHER REVENUES (1,303,626.00)$             (1,303,626.00)$             (1,303,626.00)$             


MUNICIPAL APPROPRIATION 3,693,710.00$              3,693,710.00$              3,693,710.00$              


TOTAL NON TAX REV (1,578,664.78)$             (1,579,295.76)$             (1,579,926.74)$             


TOTAL MUNICIPAL TAX REV 2,115,045.22$              2,114,414.24$              2,113,783.26$              


 


NON PROPERTY TAX REVENUES USED TO REDUCE MUNICIPAL APPROPRIATION


PROPERTY TAX REVENUES







Below is a comparison to last year’s property tax commitment using the median suggested rate of 11.20.  As you 
can see the most significant impact on the property tax rate this year is the school appropriation, which is 
increased by $847k over last year. 


 


TAX COMPARISON (2011-2012) 


  2011 Mils 2012 Mils Difference 
% chg in 


Tax 


School  $       7,304,249.00  0.007355  $   8,151,520.45  0.00816  $   847,271.45  11.6% 


County  $          589,325.00  0.000593  $      589,109.00  0.00059  $       (216.00) 0.0% 


Municipal  $       2,064,504.57  0.002079  $   2,114,414.24  0.00212  $     49,909.67  2.4% 
Tax Increment 
Financing  $          177,568.00  0.000179  $      201,353.54  0.00020  $     23,785.54  13.4% 


Overlay  $          191,988.31  0.000193  $      125,754.45  0.00013  $  (66,233.86) -34.5% 


Total Tax Commitment  $     10,327,634.88  0.0104  $  11,182,151.68  0.0112  $   854,516.80  8.3% 
 


 


  


The Board will be asked to select and approve a tax rate at its September 11, 2012 meeting.  Upon approval of 
the rate, the necessary warrants and certificates may be completed for signatures by the board members.  I will 
be available at the meeting to answer any follow up questions the board may have. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


Curt E. Lebel 


Assessors Agent 












BOS, Curt, Nancy and Danielle,


After consulting with Sam, I am going to approve this contract amendment, adding ten days to the 
current Contract Assessor contract, in order to return to the level of time we previously had with 
O'Donnell and Associates and in anticipation of some level of increased time demand after release of 
this years tax bills.


Don Willard
Town Manager
401 Webbs Mills Road
Raymond, Maine 04071
(207) 655-4742 x 131
(207) 650-9001
www.raymondmaine.org


-------- Original Message -------- 
Subject: Assessing Contract


Date: Tue, 4 Sep 2012 13:22:09 +0000
From: Curt Lebel <clebel@gardinermaine.com>


To: 
Donald Willard (Don.Willard@raymondmaine.org) 
<Don.Willard@raymondmaine.org>


CC: danielle.loring@raymondmaine.org <danielle.loring@raymondmaine.org>


Hi Don,


 


I have attached a memo offering some additional staffing services to the Town of Raymond.  As you 
may remember, I could only work one day per month the first few months of last year after 
commitment.  In order avoid another year of understaffing I can add 10 more days beginning in 
October.  The FY13 assessing line was budgeted with this in mind and is adequately funded.  I’ll be in 
the office Thursday if you would like to talk further.


 


Curt



http://www.raymondmaine.org/

mailto:danielle.loring@raymondmaine.org

mailto:danielle.loring@raymondmaine.org

mailto:Don.Willard@raymondmaine.org

mailto:Don.Willard@raymondmaine.org

mailto:clebel@gardinermaine.com






Mr. Samuel Gifford
Chairman
Raymond Board of Selectmen


As a follow up to a matter which was recently discussed at a planning board meeting, the Raymond 
Planning Board is requesting that the BOS consider the appointment of a Comprehensive Plan 
Committee to revise and update the Raymond Comprehensive Plan currently effective since 2004.  It is 
my understanding that this must be revised on a ten year renewal basis.  My experience that it takes 
considerable effort and time (at least one year) to prepare this type of document and bring before Town 
meeting for approval.  The Planning Board recommends that this process begin as soon as feasible.


Thank you


Pat Clark
Chairman
Raymond Planning Board 








                  Don Willard
                                            Town Manager
           don.willard@raymondmaine.org


Town Office 655-4742                 Assessing Extension 25            Fire/Rescue/Dispatch         Public Works Garage
      Fax 655-3024          Code Enforcement Extension 42        (non-emergency) 655-7851          655-2018  


  
August 7, 2012


Robin Peters, Executive Director
Firehouse Subs Safety Foundation
3400-8 Kori Road 
Jacksonville, FL 32257 


RE: Thank you


Dear Mr. Peters:


I am writing to express the sincere thanks of the Town of Raymond for the Firehouse Subs Safety 
Foundation Grant that enabled the acquisition of the life safety mannequin in honor of retired Chief 
Denis Morse's service to the Town of Raymond. I want to recognize what a significant and long-lasting 
regional training resource this mannequin represents. This gift is particularly appropriate when 
considered against Chief Morse's long service to the town, which involved working tirelessly to 
improve training as one of his principle objectives during his tenure as chief. Having a well trained, 
highly qualified career and volunteer fire rescue department is integral to providing essential life safety 
services to our community. 


Once again, thank you for the generous  gift which will help us to achieve even higher levels of 
professional competency and ongoing emergency medical training. 


Sincerely,


                                                                       Don Willard 
Town Manager 


Cc: Board of Selectmen
Denis Morse
Bruce Tupper, Raymond Fire Chief
Cathy Gosselin, Health Safety Officer
Marty Siegel


*  401 Webbs Mills Rd  *   Raymond, ME 04071  *   WWW.RAYMONDMAINE.ORG  *



http://WWW.RAYMONDMAINE.ORG/
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Danielle,


 


According to 30-A MRSA, Section 4324,  a Comprehensive Planning Committee is formed by the “municipality.”  
The exact language in the state law reads:


 


“Planning committee.  If a municipality or multimunicipal region chooses to prepare a growth management 
program, the municipal officers of a municipality or combination of municipalities shall designate and establish 
a planning committee, which may include one or more municipal officials.”


 


I’m not sure who or how Raymond choose its Comprehensive Plan Committee in 2004 but I would assume the 
Town Manager made recommendations to the Selectman.  It is acceptable to simply point an existing standing 
Committee, such as a Planning Board, to do the work but I would discourage this because I think is more 
equitable to choose a broad range of people from different areas of Town and different Committees/Boards 
etc.. I would expect to assemble the Committee over a period of two months prior to its first meeting.  


 


Let me know if you need additional information on any of these issues prior to your meeting.


 


Stephanie Carver


Senior Transportation and Land Use Planner


Greater Portland Council of Governments


68 Marginal Way, Portland, ME 04101


(207) 774-9891 (Phone), (207) 774-7149 (Fax)


scarver@gpcog.org


www.gpcog.org



mailto:scarver@gpcog.org






  40 1 Webbs Mills Road
Raymond, Maine 04071


207.655.4742
655-3024 (Fax)


_______________________________________________________________


To:  Don Willard, Town Manager                 Date:  August 15, 2012


From: Louise Lester, Town Clerk                     Subject:  September 11, 2012 Selectmen’s 
Agenda Item


I ask the Board of Selectmen to appoint Laurie Forbes as our warden/moderator for the 
November 6, 2012 Presidential/Municipal Election.


 





		Raymond, Maine 04071 207.655.4742

		655-3024 (Fax)






401 Webbs Mills Road
Raymond, Maine 04071


207.655.4742
Fax 207.655.3024


Memorandum


Date: September 5, 2012


To: File


From: Nathan White, Public Works Director


Re: Public Road Status of Frye Road


The Town of Raymond has maintained Frye Road as a public way for at least twenty years and will 
continue to do so up to the portion that is indicated on plans recorded on June 7, 2012 at Book 212, 
Page 171 in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds. For more than twenty years, the Town has pave 
plowed and conducted necessary repairs for the above indicated portion of Frye Road for public 
passage. Further, the Town has installed culverts and made other improvements to that portion of 
Frye Road. 








Town of Raymond Miscellaneous Ordinances
Adopted March, 1970 amended through June 5, 2012


PEDDLER’S ORDINANCE
Adopted May 21, 1994


Section I.   Title:  This Ordinance shall be known as the Town of Raymond Peddler’s Ordinance.


Section II.  Authority:  This Ordinance is enacted pursuant to Title 30-A, Sections 3001.


Section III.  Purpose:  The purpose of this Ordinance is to define, regulate and license peddlers; 
promote highway safety; preserve the character and aesthetics of the Town; to protect the 
property values; and to protect the health, safety, and welfare of individuals and the public.


Section IV.  Definitions:  


1. The word “person” as used herein shall include the singular and the plural, and shall also 
mean and include any person, firm, or corporation, association, club, partnership or society, 
excepting bona fide charitable, service, religious, municipal and non-profit organizations or 
agencies.


2. The word “peddler” as used herein shall include any person, having no established or fixed 
place of business in the Town, selling or offering for sale, tangible commodities.  The word 
“peddler” shall include the words “hawker”, “huckster” and “itinerant vendors”.  The 
definition of the word “peddler” for this Ordinance does not include but is not limited to the 
following exceptions:


A person conducting a temporary yard sale, fruit stand a minor or children’s enterprise, camp 
firewood, and a car or boat for sale.


3. The word “temporary” as used herein shall refer to the period of four (4) weekends a 
calendar year.


4. The word “Town” shall mean the Town of Raymond, Maine.


GENERAL PROVISIONS


Section V.  Permit and License Required:  


It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in the business of peddler as defined in Article II of 
this Ordinance within the corporate limits of the Town of Raymond without first obtaining a 
permit and license therefor as provided herein.


Section VI.  Application:  


Applicants for license under this ordinance must file with the Town Clerk a sworn application in 
writing on a form to be furnished by the Town Clerk, which shall give the following information:


1. Name and description of the applicant;
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Town of Raymond Miscellaneous Ordinances
Adopted March, 1970 amended through June 5, 2012


2. Address (legal and local);


3. A brief description of the nature of the business and the good to be sold;


4. If employed, the name and address of the employer, together with appropriate written 
evidence of the applicant’s employment status;


5. The length of time for which the permit id desired;


6. If a vehicle is to be used, a description of the same, together with license number or other 
means of identification;


7. A photograph of the applicant, taken within 60 days immediately prior to the date of the 
filing of the application, which picture shall be 2” by 2” showing the distinguishing manner;


8. The names of at least two (2) reliable property owners of the Town who will certify as to the 
applicant’s good character and business responsibility, or, in lieu of the names of references, 
any other available evidence as to the good character and business responsibility;


9. A statement as to whether or not the applicant has been convicted of any crime, 
misdemeanor, or violation of any municipal ordinance, the nature of the offenses and the 
punishment or penalty assessed therefor;


10. At the time of filing the application: a fee of $250.00 dollars for Residents and $500.00 
dollars for Non-Residents shall be paid to the Town Clerk to cover the cost of investigation 
and administration of this Ordinance.


11. The number of peddlers licenses issued at any one time will be limited to two (2);


12. The dimensions of a peddler’s cart or unit will be no greater than 38 inches in width, 8 feet in 
length, and must be removed form sidewalks at the end of each day;


13. Peddler’s Licenses shall be limited to one per person;


14. Licenses shall be issued on June 1, 1994, or the first business day thereafter.  In subsequent 
years licenses shall be issued on May 1st, or the first business day thereafter.  Applicants may 
be made for one month prior to the issuance date.  If there are more than two applicants, the 
license shall be selected by lottery.


15. Peddlers shall maintain in full force and effect at all times, a policy of comprehensive public 
liability insurance with limits of no less than $300,000, naming the Town of Raymond as 
additional insured.  A certificate of insurance must be provided before a peddler’s license is 
issued.
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Town of Raymond Miscellaneous Ordinances
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16. Application shall be made only for private property (not on the property of any government 
or quasi-governmental agency and outside the right-of-way limits of any public highway), 
and shall be made only for the commercial zone.


Section VII.  Investigation and Issuance:  


Upon receipt of such application, the original shall be referred to the Town Manager, who shall 
cause such investigation of the applicant’s business and moral character to be made as he deems 
necessary for the protection of the public good.  If, as a result of such investigation, the 
applicant’s character or business responsibility is found to be unsatisfactory, the Town Manager 
shall endorse on such applicant his disapproval and his reasons for the same, and return the said 
application to the Town Clerk, who shall notify the applicant that his application is disapproved 
and that no permit and license will be issued.  If, as a result of such investigation, the character 
and business responsibility of the applicant are found to be satisfactory, the Town Manager shall 
endorse on the application his approval, and return said application to the Town Clerk, who shall, 
upon payment of the prescribed license fee deliver to the applicant his license.  Such license shall 
contain the signature and seal of the Town Clerk and shall show the name, address and 
photograph of said licensee, the kind of goods to be sold thereunder, the date of issuance, and the 
length of time the same shall be operative, as well as the license number and other identifying 
description of any vehicle use in such peddling.  The Town Clerk shall keep a permanent record 
of all licenses issued.


Section VIII.  Transfer:  


No license issued under the provision of this Ordinance shall be used at any time by any person 
other than the one whom it was issued.


Section IX.  Exhibition of Licenses:  


Peddlers are required to exhibit their licenses at the request of any citizen.


Section X.  Revocation of License:  


Permits and licenses issued under the provisions of this Ordinance may be revoked by the 
Selectmen after notice and hearing, for any of the following causes:


1.  Fraud, misrepresentation, or false statement contained in the application for license;


2.  Fraud, misrepresentation, or false statement made in the course of carrying on his business as 
a peddler;


3.  Any violation of any State, Federal or local law, ordinance, rule or regulations;


4.  Conviction of any crime or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude;
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5.  Conducting the business of peddling in an unlawful manner or in such a manner as to 
constitute a menace to the health, safety, or general welfare of the public.


Notice of the hearing for revocation of a license shall be given in writing, setting forth 
specifically the grounds of complaint and the time and place of hearing.  Such notice shall be 
mailed, postage prepaid, to the licensee at his last known address at least seven (7) days prior to 
the date set for hearing.  Notice may also be served in hand.


Section XI.  Expiration of License:  


All licenses issued under the provisions of this Ordinance shall expire on their anniversary date.


Section XII.  Enforcement and Penalty:  


The Selectmen shall enforce the provisions of this Ordinance.  A violation of any provision of 
this Ordinance shall be a civil violation, and a civil penalty not exceeding Two Thousand Five 
Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00) shall be imposed, which shall accrue to the benefit of the Town of 
Raymond.  Each day that a violation continues will be treated as a separate offense.   The 
Selectmen may also seek injunctive relief, where appropriate.


Section XIII.  Severability:  


If any part or parts, section or subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this Ordinance is for any 
reason declared to be unconstitutional or invalid, such shall not affect the validity of 
constitutionality of the remaining portions of this Ordinance or any rules or regulations 
promulgated hereunder.


Section XIV.  Effective Date:  


This Ordinance shall become effective upon passage by the legislative body of the Town of 
Raymond at a duly called Town Meeting.
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PEDDLERS ORDINANCE 
 
ARTICLE I 
 
A. TITLE 


This ordinance shall be known and may be cited as the “Peddlers Ordinance of the 
Town of Yarmouth, Maine.” 


 
B. PURPOSE 


The purpose of this Ordinance is to define, regulate and license peddlers. 
 


C. DEFINITIONS 
The word “person” as used herein shall include the singular and the plural and shall 
also mean and include any person, firm or corporation, association, club, partnership 
or society, excepting bonafide, not-for-profit charitable, service, religious, or 
municipal organizations, youth sports or similar school booster groups or agencies 
located within the Town of Yarmouth.  “Person” shall not include any Farmer’s 
Market or seller of foods, goods, or commodities as part of or associated with a 
Farmer’s Market authorized by the Town Council.  “Person” shall not include any 
person, firm, or corporation, association, club, partnership or society, operating as 
part of or associated with an event licensed by the Yarmouth Town Council under 
Chapter 312 of the Yarmouth Town Code (Public Property Licensing Ordinance).  
 
The word “peddler” as used herein shall include any person, having no established 
or fixed place of business in the Town, selling or offering for sale, tangible 
commodities from place to place, or street vendor selling from an approved location 
on a public street or sidewalk or public place.  The word “peddler” shall include the 
words “hawker” and “huckster”. 
 
The word “Town” shall mean the Town of Yarmouth, Maine. 
 
The word “Street Vendor” shall mean a seller of any foods or non-alcoholic 
beverages for immediate consumption from a cart, stand, display, or vehicle 
stationed at a specified and approved location on a public street, sidewalk or public 
place.  Such location to be established and approved as provided hereinafter.  
 


ARTICLE II 
 


A. PERMIT AND LICENSE REQUIRED 
It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in the business of peddler as defined in 
ARTICLE I of this Ordinance within the corporate limits of the Town of Yarmouth 
without first obtaining a permit and license thereafter as provided herein. 
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B. APPLICATION 
 


1. Applicants for license under this Ordinance must file with the Town Clerk a sworn 
application in writing on a form to be furnished by the Town Clerk, which shall 
give the following information. 


 
a. name and description of the applicant; 
b. Address (legal and local); 
c. A brief description of the nature of the business and the goods to be sold; 
d. If employed, the name and address of the employer, together with 


appropriate written evidence of the applicant’s employment status; 
e. The length of time for which the permit is desired; 
f. If a vehicle is to be used, a description of the same, together with the 


license number or other means of identification; 
g. A photograph of the applicant, taken within 60 days immediately prior to 


the date of filing of the application, which picture shall be 2” by 2” showing 
the head and shoulders of the applicant in a clear and distinguishing 
manner; 


h. The names of at least two reliable property owners of the Town who will 
certify as to the applicant’s good character and business responsibility, or, 
in lieu of the names of references, any other available evidence as to the 
good character and business responsibility of the applicant as will enable 
an investigator to properly evaluate such character and business 
responsibility; 


i. A statement as to whether or not the applicant has been convicted of any 
crime, misdemeanor, or violation of any municipal ordinance, the nature of 
the offense and the punishment or penalty assessed thereafter; 


j. A statement of whether the applicant intends to act as a peddler or Street 
Vendor, and, if Street Vendor, the location(s) to establish or occupy. 
 


2. At the time of filing an initial application, a fee of $30.00 shall be paid to the Town 
Clerk to cover the cost of investigation and administration of this ordinance, in 
addition to the license fee established in Chapter 401 of the Yarmouth Town 
Code. 


 
C. INVESTIGATION AND ISSUANCE 


 
1. Upon receipt of such application, the original shall be referred to the Chief of 


Police who shall cause such investigation of the applicant’s business and moral 
character to be made as he deems necessary for the protection of the public 
good. 


 
2. If as a result of such investigation the applicant’s character or business 


responsibility is found to be unsatisfactory, the Chief of Police shall endorse on 
such application his/her disapproval and his/her reasons for the same, and return 
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the said application to the Town Clerk, who shall notify the applicant that his/her 
application is disapproved and that no permit and license will be issued. 


 
3. If as a result of such investigation, the character and business responsibility of 


the applicant are found to be satisfactory, the Chief of Police shall endorse on the 
application his/her approval, and return said application to the Town Clerk, who 
shall upon payment of the prescribed license fee, deliver to the applicant his/her 
license.  Such license shall contain the signature and seal of the issuing officer 
and shall show the name, address and photograph of said licensee, the kind of 
goods to be sold thereunder, the date of issuance and the length of time the 
same shall be operative, as well as the license number and other identifying 
description of any vehicle used in such peddling.  The Clerk shall keep a 
permanent record of all licenses issued. 


 
D. TRANSFER 
No license issued under the provisions of this Ordinance shall be used at any time 
by any person other than the one to whom it was issued. 


 
E. EXHIBITION OF LICENSE 
Peddlers and Street Vendors are required to exhibit their licenses at the request of 
any citizen. 


 
F. REVOCATION OF LICENSE 


 
1. Permits and licenses issued under the provisions of this Ordinance may be 


revoked by the Town Council after notice and hearing, for any of the following 
causes: 


 
a. Fraud, misrepresentation, or false statement contained in the application for 


license; 
b. Fraud, misrepresentation or false statement made in the course of carrying on 


his/her business as peddler; 
c. Any violation of this Ordinance; 
d. Conviction of any crime or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude; 
e. Conducting the business of peddling in an unlawful manner or in such a 


manner as to constitute a breach of the peace or to constitute a menace to 
the health, safety, or general welfare of the public. 


 
2. Notice of the hearing for revocation of a license shall be given in writing, setting 


forth specifically the grounds of complaint and the time and place of hearing.  
Such notice shall be mailed, postage prepaid, to the licensee at his/her last 
known address at least five (5) days prior to the date set for hearing. 
 


G. EXPIRATION OF LICENSE 
All licenses issued under the provisions of this Ordinance shall expire 180 days after 
the date of issuance. 
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H. PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES 
 


1. No license holder shall engage in the business of Peddler or Street Vendor in 
such places and at such times as to interfere with the lawful use of public 
grounds or the conduct of events licensed pursuant to chapter 312 of the 
Yarmouth Town Code, including but not limited to the following: 


 
a. From 10:00 a.m. on the third Friday in July until 6:00 p.m. of the  immediately 


following Sunday in an area generally described as any place located 
westerly of the Royal River, and northerly of Interstate 95, and southerly of 
Hillside Street and a line extending from Hillside Street to the Royal River. 


b. In Royal River Park, pursuant to Chapter 501 of the Yarmouth Town Code 
(Article IV.C.),  


c. On any public school grounds 
 


I. STREET VENDORS 
 


1. Street Vendors may establish a fixed location on a public street, sidewalk or 
public grounds for a period not to exceed 180 days for the sale of food or non-
alcoholic beverages intended for immediate consumption only, and only as 
authorized below: 


 
a. Location - An applicant for a Peddler’s License as a Street Vendor shall 


specify the location(s) where s/he proposes to locate, which shall be 
subject to the approval of the Director of Planning and Development who 
may approve or deny the location(s) after consultation with the Chief of 
Police, Fire Chief, and Director of Public Works.  The Director of Planning 
and Development shall deny approval of the specific location if s/he finds: 
 


i. The location shall call nuisance (including attractive nuisances), 
blight, safety, public health hazards, or 


ii. The location shall significantly impede or interfere with the free and 
reasonable movement of vehicles, bicyclists, or pedestrians upon 
town ways, crosswalks, pathways or sidewalks, or shall impair safe 
sight distances for turning vehicles from such town ways or in and 
out of private ways and parking areas. 


iii. In the event that the Director of Planning and Development shall 
deny a location, the applicant may amend the application to 
propose a different location. 


iv. Street Vendor locations shall be approved only within an areas: 
 


1. Within 150 feet of either side of US Route One, or 
2. Within 150 feet of either sideline of Main Street between the 


intersection with Sligo Road and Lafayette Street. 
 


b. Maintenance and Regulation of the Site   
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i. The licensee shall maintain the area in a neat, clean and sanitary 


manner.  S/he shall provide adequate receptacles of both trash and 
recycling of any waste or packaging materials and shall remove all 
trash and recycling daily whenever the Street Vendor shall operate 
at that location. 


ii. Size restriction- No Street Vendor set-up, including any cart, tables, 
serving counter, food storage or preparation areas or ancillary 
features shall occupy a space greater than 150 square feet. 


iii. Generators prohibited- No Street Vendor shall locate or operate a 
generator or internal combustion engine as part of or accessory to 
the permitted activities. 


iv. Animals prohibited- No animals shall be kept at the location except 
any bona-fide guide dog required by the licensee. 


v. Signs, not including menu and pricing lists, shall be limited to no 
more than two signs with a total area of 8 square feet.  Two-side 
signs shall be counted on each side toward the 8 square foot 
maximum.   


vi. There shall be no flashing, strobe, moving, or string lighting or signs 
or message boards. 


vii. No Street Vendor may play or emit any live or recorded music or 
sound at or above 45 decibles. 


viii. No Street Vendor shall shout, bark, call out, or hail motorists or 
passers-by in a loud voice or by approaching or otherwise hawking. 


ix. A Street Vendor shall comply with all reasonable requests of the 
Fire Chief for protection of the safety of all persons and prevention 
of fires; and shall comply with all reasonable requests of the Health 
Inspector for prevention of disease or unsanitary conditions.  
 


c. Indemnification and Insurance Requirement: 
 


i. Any Street Vendor who shall apply to use any town street, sidewalk 
or public grounds for street vending operations shall agree to 
indemnify, defend and hold the Town of Yarmouth, its officers, 
employees and agents harmless from any or all liability to itself or 
any third party arising out of the use or occupancy of the licensed 
location and the permitted activities; and the Street Vendor shall be 
required to provide the Town Manager with a Certificate of 
Insurance with a company authorized to do business in the State of 
Maine providing liability insurance coverage of at least $400,000 
with the Town of Yarmouth as a named insured.   


 
J. LIMITATION ON NUMBER OF LICENSES TO BE ISSUED OR RENEWED 


 
1. The Town Council shall determine from time to time the total number of Peddler’s 
and Street Vendor licenses which may be issued or renewed, and may establish a 
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priority system for allocation or reallocation of licenses and for the approval of 
license renewals.   


 
ARTICLE III 
 
A.  APPEAL 


Any person aggrieved by the action of the Chief of Police, Director of Planning and 
Development, or the Town Clerk in the denial of an application for permit or license 
as provided in ARTICLE II of this Ordinance shall have the right of appeal to the 
Town Council. Such appeal shall be taken by filing with the Council, within Fourteen 
(14) days after notice of action complained of has been mailed to such person’s last 
known address, a written statement setting forth fully the grounds for the appeal.  
The Council shall set a time and place for a hearing on such appeal and notice of 
such hearing shall be given to the appellant in the same manner as provided in 
ARTICLE II of this Ordinance for such notice of hearing on revocation.  The decision 
and order of the Council on such appeal shall be final and conclusive. 


 
B.  PENALTY 


Any person violation any of the provisions of this Ordinance shall, upon conviction 
thereof be punished by a fine not to exceed one hundred dollars ($100.00). 
 










